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Trtos and MIIMMJ cats. oft. aiyl
As students move off campus, their options for
owning pets increase, and many choose to take
advantage of it.
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It ilHi over ill ...

Dokes ready lor Dock loan

Ttiw operas. "Yonder Mountain" and
"Thai
"«" by
°y fury," are out to prove that
students ccan appreciate the art form.

After defeating the Tribe last Saturday, the football
teams takes momentum into this Saturday's game
against ffcc University of Maine.
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Assistant
soccer
coach
arrested
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor
After being arrested and
charged with breaking and
entering and larceny, the
women's assistant soccer coach
has been suspended indefinitely from his position.
Gregory Paynter, 31, was
arrested at 4:13 a.m. in
Wrightsville
Beach,
N.C.,
Saturday, according to Lt. Hank
Narramore of the Wrightsville
Beach Police
Department.
Both charges
are felony
charges.
Paynter
was
apprehended and
taken to the
local station,
where he was
PAYNTER
released the
same morning.
""—"~
After hearing breaking
glass, arresting officer Robert
Miller of the WPD said he
and his partner saw Paynter
walking across the street
with golf clubs on his back.
Miller said the breaking glass
turned out to be unrelated, but
that Paynter looked "kind of suspicious," and when they called
out to him, he dropped the golf
clubs and took off running. "We
caught up with him trying to
hide into some bushes," he said.
Paynter was cooperative and
helped locate the burglarized
house, where police determined
that there was a non-forced
entry, and the owner of the
house owned a set of golf dubs,
according to Miller. Miller
declined to comment on
whether the golf clubs Paynter
possessed were identical to
those of the owner.
Paynter appeared in the 5th
District Court of New Hanover
County Court House in
Wilmington, N.C., Monday
where no plea was entered. He
is scheduled to reappear Nov. 6
at the same courthouse.
Paynter's suspension will

Partly cloudy
Hide 51
Law: 33

Panel debates ECP
Students voice opinions on distribution
BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

staff writer
Voicing opinions for and against the distribution of emergency contraceptive pills, about 110
students participated in an open forum Oct. 15.
The debate and discussion was sponsored by
the University Health Center, debate team and
Student Government Association.
An entrance poll of 76 students found that
49 students supported having ECPs distributed on campus, seven were against distribution and 20 were undecided, according to
Public Debate Coordinator Lisa Tawil. An exit
poll found that out of 71 students, 48 supported having ECPs on campus, 17 were against
distribution and six were undecided.
The debate, moderated by John Stone, an
associate professor of communication studies,

was between two groups, consisting of two students each. Seniors Elizabeth McCeney and
Spencer Daniel defended the Board of Visitor's
decision. Seniors Lenny Tengco and junior
Amylee Ray were against the decision.
Pete Bsumek, an instructor of communication studies, introduced the debate, and said it
was important because it provided "a space for
(the) issues to be expressed in the right environment." Bsumek also said that the debate hopefully would educate JMU students on the "truly
important" issue of the ECP and show some of
the "effects it has on campus life."
McCeney, who spoke first for the opposing
side, said the distribution of ECPs was "inappropriate and unacceptable" for taxpayers to provide
the funds to stock the Health Center and, therefore,
see DEBATE, ptgr 5

AMY PATERSON/jmmrp*i«<>«m(*f
Senior Lenny Tengco opposed the ban of the emergency con
troceptlve pill from the University Health Center during a
debate Oct. 15. Tengco called the ban ■ -symbolic slap
•cross the face tor the female population of JMU."

No ordinary Sunday drive

IUUAN HENDERSOWtoivi/^ Regimr A Btt
NASCAR Winston Cup driver Hermle Sadler speeds down the straightaway In his No. 02 Pontlac at Martlnavllle Speedway. Sadler raced In the
Subway SOO Sunday, sporting the JMU logo and colors on his car. Ha finished the race 30th, five lapa down, while Jeff Gordon won the race.

see COACH, page 5

SGA passes Cl Bill
Nominated by a student an
or staff member, an admii

Class Council not to serve on separate committee
BY LAUREN MCKAY

staff writer

1.2.0 GPA and above
X Full-time student at )MU
X Good standing at JMU
4. Applications bated on
within the last 90 days.
- $50 gift certificate to
JMU Bookstore
- Lunch or dinner with
JMU President bnwood Rose
- Formal Resolution of Recognition
from SGA Senate

MARC CHWjrap*" '*"»

During a constitutional convention
Tuesday night, the Student Government
Association passed the Cl Bill, stating that the
Class Council leaders no longer will have to
serve on a separate SGA committee. The
Constitutional Convention, which is held
when amendment!, are being added to the
constitution, was after the Senate meeting.
The bill now will be added to the SGA
Constitution, so that the 16 executive members of the Class Council have fulfilled their
committee requirements

First approved by the Senate, the bill then
was sent to the Executive Council, where it
was passed. Once
passed, it sat for a week
before being debated at
the Constitutional
Convention.
'
During the Senate meeting prior to the
Constitutional Convention, the SGA passed
its first finance bill of the year.
Last week. Phi Sigma Pi, a national honor
fraternity, asked the SGA to help support four
of 12 of the brothers attending the National

BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
As part of the new "Your
SGA" campaign, the Student
Govemmes^Association currently Is accepHg nominations for
JMU's Studelt'of the Month.
"We want to recognize the fact
that there are 15,000 students on
campus Who do amazing
things," said senior Clark
Nessdrodt, SGA director of O an
municatione. He said that it is
important for individual students to get some recognition.
According to the application,
"students may be nominated by
a student, an organization, a faculty or staff member, an adminis-

trator or themselves." The appliwih.msaredue to the SGA office
in Taylor Hall room 203 by 5 p.m.
the last Wednesday of each
month from October to March.
From there, the applications
will be read by the Executive
Council, according to Student
Body President Levar Stoney.
He said that a student's year at
JMU doesn't matter — instead,
they are looking for "a commitment to JMU."We want people who have
contributed within the last 90
d.u s msidi' and i lutsidi' tin- * lasv
room," he said.
Students can downkiad the
application from the SGA Web
site at www.sga jmu.edu

Creating the future leaders of JMU, the Student
Government Association's
Students Educating and
Leading Students program
assists 20 freshmen in loaming valuable skills.
These students had to go
through a long application
process and interview bejfDN
they were selected, according to Junior Krissy
Schnebel, SGA \ I eadership
Pn>grams director. "These
kids are already great leaders." she said. "With tinprogram, they will be exceptional leaders."
While the idea of

With this program,
they will be
exceptional leaders.
-Krissy Schnebel
junior, SGA's Leadership
Propams director

99
SEALS, is not new, it was
implemented differently this
in ptejetouf years,
members were freshmen
involved in SGA, according
to Schnebel, which could
make the group as large as

news editor

70 people. However, this
year, they wanted to make
the group smaller and more
cohesive, she said.
Freshman Gina Scarpulla,
a S.E.A.L.S. member, said, "I
got involved with S.EA.L.S.
because 1 thought it was a
wonderful way to meet
other freshmen who were
similar to myself. I also
thought it was a great way to
assess my own leadership
skills and to learn new ways
to improve them."
Freshman Allison C'raigue
said she joined because she
"wanted to be a leader in the
campus community."
The S.EA.L.S. will be
see PKOGKAM. pageS

see VIRGINIA, page 5

SGA accepting Student of SGA program assists freshmen
the Month nominations
-44
news editor

BY TONI DUNCAN

Virginia's public universities,
including JMU, have combined
forces this year to create a
statewide
advocacy-for-students group called Virginia 21.
"We will be lobbying for the
full financing of higher education," Student Body President
Levar Stoney said. "Students
are tired of tuition being raised
... tired of being taught in
decrepit buildings . . the plan
is to fix this."
Since
the
Student
Government Association does
not have the resources to alter
these probk-ms, it makes sense
for the SGA to combine with
other universities, creating a
more powerful lobbying group,
according to Stoney. This is the
first group of its kind in the commonwealth, he added.
According to the Virginia 21
Web site. www.virgmia21jirg, its
goal is for "Virginia's young
adults to participate in the political prtxvss as advocates for values important to the future of
the commonwealth." The organization is going to focus on
mobilizing young voters in
Virginia, using positive cam-

see SGA, page 5

BY TONI DUNCAN

JMU, state
universities
unite for
advocacy
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"Yonder Mountain," a one-act opera, will take place at 3 p.m. in
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taking place Sept 19 at 3:19 a.m.
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police log reporter
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Does religious toleration
really matter''

Fire department recruits
JMU students
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information contact \8-7000.

The Canterbury Fpiscopal Campus Ministry will meet at 5 p.m.
at the Canterbury House located across from the Quad <m South
Main Street between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle House.
For more information e-mail Frica Westcott at nvsriwr.

In other matters, campus peace
report the loltowing:
Obtaining Money/Goods

Kappa IX*lla Rho is hosting the Third Annual KDR Car Bash

Under False Pretenses

on the commons from ! 1 .i.m. to ^ p.m. For mon1 intormation

and Credit Card Forgery,

contact Mike Ratcliffe at -07-6626.

LEISURE

Fraud and Theft
Fahad Hasan, 22. of

Comics

11

Kappa Pi will be hosting ,i free Art and Art Historv

Crossword

11

Semi-formal (or Art and Art Hist,ir\ students and professors

Hamsonburg, was arrested and

Horoscopes

12

in PC Ballroom from 8 p.m tt- midnight. The event is free,

charged with two counts ol

and there will be food and drinks For more information

obtaining money/goods under

e-mail Robin Walker at imuart^irl&holmail.com.

false pretenses in Zane Showker

FOCUS
Animals in the house

Hal Oct. 14 at 1 06 p.m. for an
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incident taking place Sept. 15. Ini
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All things literary
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Hamsonburg. was arrested and
charged with credit card forgery,

ss

milting events to the
Event* Catondan

Contact Stephen at u'
ate you would like your even!
ti i be published. Please try to limit the event description to no more tlun SOw

of obtaining money/goods under
false pretenses. Omer Inam, 22,
of Harrisonburg.was arrested and
charged with credit card theft,

FUN FACT of the

Day

four counts of credit card fraud,
lour counts of obtaining

SPORTS
Football to take on Black Bears

credit card fraud and three counts

19

money/goods under false

shovArqp

WEATHER

(we're looking for
ir photos)

^M

pretenses and four counts ol
credit card forgery

Banging your
head against a wall
can burn Up lO

Jr

Today

Breaking and Entering/
Petty Larceny
An unknown porson(s) broke into

150 calories

Partly Cloudy
II you think you've got a great photo* or
Friday

Sunday

photo idea lor page two, e-mail Laura

Scattered Showers

and Krisly al breezepnoro@riormoi' com

57/35

66/51

Saturday

Monday

Mosty Sunny

Scattered T-Storms

63/42

67/44

Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and

per hour.

High 51 Low 33

Sunny

a locked storage building in the
removed a chain saw and a
hedge trimmer between Oct. 16
at 3 p.m. and Oct 17 at 8 am

'any photoe automated ant on ■ v

sir P- LOG, pan 4
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of James Madison
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Looking for something to do on Parents Weekend?

, 5K for Komen

witting the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

Saturday, November 1st, 9am
College Center Field
$10 before the race, $15 race day

533 University Blvd • 574-30
1825 S. Main SI -574-3178
798 E Market St. 433-6200

For a registration form e-mail Lauren kinelslm@jmu.edu

Hamsonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

/ft

RT Computer Systems

C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelnon. Ill, MD
Herbert E. Bing. MD Michael J Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L Mongold, FNP

'--~ \

Com

Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice ofObitetrics and Gynecology
September I, 2003
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

Accepting New Patients

15401434-3831
i800« 545-3348

■ i/v/ce

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9am to 7pm

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

■■

n®m rmmmv fl®Q tf/y
TOP SELLERS: Outkiit Ludicris
Coheed ft Cambria- Dive Matthews lido
Bel I e E Sebastia n De arh Cab f or Cutie
R. Roily - RIA - Emmylou Harris
with Live

Barenaked Ladies a Basement Jaxx * Eagles
Gtandpaboy (Paul Westerberg) » Marques Houston
Oelbert McClinton » Van Morrison a Rapture • Rush
Shins • Something Corporate • Rod Stewart
Joe Strummer & the Mescaleros

Gillian Welch LIVE!
Sam Hill Errtertsinment ana1 Plsn 9 Music Prtssnt
Gillian Welch LIVE st rht Chsrlottttvillt Performing
Am Ca: tar on Wads Novemaar19!

#

Costume Required

Gat tickets at Plan 9, while the, last!

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR

Listen Before
You Buy!
Mon Sal 10-9, Sunday 12-6
' VmrWW.PLLAN9MUSIC.COM
1790-96 fc

cnaai oniavii n aan mciaaaan

CDs a DVDs & mote!

$500 worth of Prlzee tor the Beet Costumes

By Invitation ONLY
c^80V0221or.,„pby,o^

Pick up Invitations at Billmore

Market St

'*H
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We didnt start the fire

NEWS

The Rockingham Volunteer County
Department of Fire and Rescue Hose
Company No. 4 is recruiting volunteers.

iVjlSll£MI

Last day to withdraw
from fall classes
Today is the deadline to
withdraw from fall classes
Students can use e-campus to withdraw from a
course. However, if one has
any questions, one should go
to the Office of the Registrar
in Warren Hall or caU x8-3737.
It is advised that students
look at their current schedules and make sure they are
not registered for any classes
they thought they had
dropped.
Registration for spring
semester will begin Monday,
Nov. 3. The schedule of classes
will be available on e-campus
Monday, Oct. 27.

BY MAGGIK. MILLER

contributing writer

IM1 ranks in list of
nation's 'best values'

ifo ■ ■=»*!
Madison's Montpelier
home to be restored
James Madison's home
in Montpelier will be
restored, according to an
Oct. 20 press release from
The Montpelier Foundation.
The foundation plans to
have the home returned "in
size, structure, form and furnishing to the home that
James and Dolley Madison
knew in the 1820s."
The estate of Paul Mellon
donated $20 million to this
project, and the federal Save
America's Treasure program is donating SI million
to the project

Bush visits Indonesia
after Asia summit
BALI, Indonesia, (Tfo Los
Angeles Times) — President
George W Bush flew to the
front lines of the war on terrorism Wednesday for a brief
high-security visit designed to
confront the threat of Islamic
extremism and show support
for Indonesia's efforts to combat terrorism.
More than 200 people were
killed in Bali last October when
Islamic militants bombed two
nightclubs, and Bush has
described Southeast Asia as the
"second front" in his war on
terrorism, behind Iraq.
Warships patioUed offshore
as Air force One landed at Bali's
international airport.
Bush's motorcade went
just to the edge of the airport
grounds, where he met with
Indonesian
President
Megawati Sukarnoputri at a
resort hotel. Bush has praised
Megawati for cracking down
on terrorist networks.
During his less-thanfour-hour visit, the president
planned to meet with
Muslim leaders to try to
combat a perception common in the Muslim world
that his anti-terrorism effort
is in effect a war on Islam.
The leaders are considered
moderates in a country that is
H7 percent Muslim. However,
several have been critical of
Bush's policies in Iraq and the
Middle Rast.

"We live like bugs."
MUSLIM CHABKHANOV

Chechen refugee
Mtitory Mow

Scholar promotes
religious pluralism

r

Kiplinger Personal Finance
magazine ranked JMU among
the "best values" for US. public
colleges and universities.
|MU was ranked 51st for
in-state and 47th for out-ofst.it.' |MU was ranked 38th
last year for in-state students
in Kiplinger's "100 Best Values
in Public Colleges."
According to the Media
Relations press release, the universities were measured on
"admission rates, student-faculty ratios, four-and-six year
graduation rates, instruction
costs per student and spending
on library resources."
The University of Virginia
was ranked second for in-state
students and eighth for out-ofstate students. The College of
Willi.im & Mary was ranked
third for in-state students and
16th for out-of-state. Virginia
Tech,
Mary
Washington
College and George Mason
University also were ranked.
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Tom Christiano, associate professor of philosophy at the
University of Arizona, presented a lecture Monday offering
religious pluralism as a solution to limited religious freedom.

Arguing for religious pluralism in society, a visiting scholar
lectured and discussed "Does
Religious Toleration Make Any
Sense" Monday night.
Tom Christiano, associate
professor of philosophy at the
University of Arizona and the
author of many published
works, including "Philosophy
and Democracy: An Anthok>gy,"
said the conflict between religious groups is increasing, and
these groups are declaring war.
"The vast majority of people
don't believe in these freedoms
[of consciousness and association! because their governments
ban these religious freedoms,"
he said. "We take for granted
these rights that many other
countries don't [havej/'
The basis for such rights is
that "it is in each person's interest that they figure out for themselves what to be associated with
and what to believe in." he said.
If religion is imposed on an individual, it can be emotionally
damaging, he added.
It's a question of moral
importance — is it legitimate for governments to

impose religions on their
citizens? Christiano asked.
There is something wrong
for governments to act maternal toward their citizens,
Christiano said.
Christiano then argued
against his prevknis stance, by
stating that religions have a different set of interests and concern. Religions are concerned
with salvation.
"People believe that forcing
religion is better because (the
converters will) end up in
heaven, and the people who
were forced to convert won't
mind because they'll realize
that the others were right,"
Christiano said.
Using teachings from St.
Augustine, which further were
developed by philosopher
John Locke, Christiano said,
one can't force people to have
certain beliefs.
Christiano said those who
are trying to convert others see
the situation as, "the infinity of
heaven vs. lull, (and it) is
worth the risk to try and
impose religion on others."
Christiano's tentative solution to religious freedom is religious pluralism "Wh.it we do
and can give up is the thought

if you practice a different religion, then you're going to
hell/' he said. "We can all chose
salvation in a different way,
and that's OK."
However, religknts pluralism
is not the same as religious toleration According to Christiano,
religious toleration means that
there woulcl have to be something about the religion that one
disapproved of, but if one is not
disapproving, then there's nothing to tolerate.
Christiano ended by saying that while his solution is
limited, it still is the best
thing society has.
"Religion is not going away,
and religious conflict will keep
popping up forever, but religious pluralism is the way (for
a better society|,"he said
Freshman Alex Mulliner
said, "He was really aggressive
towaids MOpsVl reactions to
what he had to say, especially if
they disagreed with him.
Freshman
Katie
Haughinberry said, "He talked
in circles and had no strong
answers. He only talked about
what he accepts as .1 solution. 1
wm expecting more specific
easts ot tvligii>us intokTance and
more detailed answers

Selling their ware on campus Fire department
Vendors aid student organizations' fund raising
seeks volunteers
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

staff writer
On-campus vendors give
student organizations and
departments an opportunity
to fund raise, while providing students with a convenient means of shopping.
Then.' are about 50 vendors
that are approved by JMU's
department of Events anil
Conferences to sell goods on
campus. Some of the most common vendors, at JMU include
Beyond the Wall Posters,
Earthware and Cfceans Away.
Debbie Miller, of Events
and Conferences, is in
charge of these vendors, and
works to provide their services to students. She reviews
vendor applications and
approves events.
"There is an application
process that interested
vendors must complete,"
she said. "Each year, we
update the list of approved
vendors, and the list can be
found on the Events and
Conferences Web page.
"Paperwork approving the
vendors and the event must be
completed at k'ast two weeks
before the event, and any item
being sold must be preapproved," MiUer said.
vendors are sponsored by
student organizations or departments as fund-raising events.
The organizations must work
with the vendors before the sale,
and the group will receive a cer-

tain amount of money from the
sak-s, according to Miller.
"Once [the vendors] arc
appnwed by our office, tltey
must pay a tee to the school for
each event, based on the
amount of space and tabks they
use," Miller said. "So, some of
the money that student* spend
buying things from vendors
gets recycled back in to the university organizations.
"The vendors are used for

-46
Having different
vendors on campus
makes buying all sorts
of things much easier.
— Dan Tewdes
sophomore

55
fund raising by student organizations as well, so usually a certain amount of the pnrfit is given
to that group. Each organization
works their events differently,
and they work out the details
with the individual vendors
themselves," Miller added.
"Many of these vendors
aren't selling things from a
shop; it's their business to sell
things at county fairs or arts
and crafts fairs," MiHer said.
"The)' can come from all over
the country and they just trav-

el around to different places
and sell their products."
There arc designated
spaces around campus that
may be used by vendors.
According to Miller, the
College Center and academic
buildings are the most used
locations, but other approved
locations for vendors include
PC Ballroom, Taylor Hall,
Warren Hall and GraftonStovall Theatre. The commons
and the patio behind Warren
Hall also are available.
Student organizations and
departments also can reserve
sale space to sell their own products, such as baked goods.
Bakes sales that occur around
campus also must be appmved
by Events and Conferences.
Students appreciate the convenience of having the vendors
come to campus.
"Having different vendors
on campus makes buying all
sorts of things much easier,"
sophomore Dan Teweles said.
"It's much more convenient to
buy things as you are walking
by than to wait and go somewhere else later."
Junior Evan Bolick has
bought many things on campus. "Every year I buy posters
from Beyond the Wall
posters," he said. "It's easier to
buy them here, and the selection is impressive. It's a good
idea for vendors to sell on
campus because there are
always so many potential customers walking by."

BY KRISIY NICOLICH

senior writer
The Hose Company No. 4
of the Rockingham Volunteer
County Department of Fire and
Rcecue now js nvruihng |MU
students to assist with tin' c.ilLs,
rescues and fund raising.
"We are looking for
someone with a desire to
do something with enthusiasm, courage and dedication ... who isn't afraid
of hard work and is willing to accept the challenge of a difficult job."
said
David
Harrison,
president of The Hose
Company No. 4.
Active membership has
ranged from 25 to 30 firemen this year, four of which
are JMU students.
The department answers
about 1,200 calls per year, or
about three calls per day,
according to Harrison.
With such a small gmup
of volunteers, the he.ivy
workload can be difficult,
according to senior Zeb
Hliolt. He said this is why
the department hopes to
raise )MU membership numbers this year.
The Hose Company No. 4
welcomes anyone with interest, regardless of ability.
"There are plenty of things
to be done that do not require
specific training, including
fund raisers," Elliott said.

Anyone who is interested
in working with the fire
department should volunteer, Harrison said, even if
he or she has no training
because he or she still is
valuable and can help with
fund raisers and nontechnical assistance during calls.

-46Some people find that
once they get their
first call, it's very
addicting...
— Zeb Elliot
senior

-55
For those seeking fin'fighting experience, extensive training is required. There is a threemonth probationary period for
new members, who then must
receive 10 hours of training in
order to be released to run calls.
"Some people find that
once they get their first call.
it's very addicting, and they
want to run call after call affer
call." Elliott said
There are many benefits of
volunteering, according to
other volunteers. Some find
that they've made lifetime
see FIKE. jMjff 6

Russian government starts to
close Chechen refugee camps
BY PHTfcR BAKKR
The Washington Post
Tiny .\ Aim.it chose a particul,irl\ wretched corner of the
world tor his arrival. His mother lives in dingy clothes m .1
dingv tent that has only three
narrow metal bunks for the
i-ight people who call it home.
Mis lathe? disappean-d weeks
alter his birth, dragged away
by cursing Russian hoops in a
predawn raid
"We're little people," said
Muslim Chabkhanov. the 3month-old infant's grand fa ther. "We live like bugs."
Walk down any of the rutted
dirt paths of the Satsita refugee
camp, stop at any of the tents
flapping in the wind and someune will recount a similar story
|h.\ M the nfOQNI the world
largeh tttfl forgotten. They fled

war in Chechnya to neighboring Ingushetia. Now. they no
longer are M the top of the agenda of international relief organizations, overwhelmed with
places such as Afghanistan and
Ida The Russian government
would just assume the refugees
go back to Chechnya, pressuring them to decamp by periodically cutting off the power or
ekising a tent city.
Yet, as bad as things are
here, tens Ol thousands of
homeless Chechens still figure it is better and safer than
returning to their shelled and
lawless homeland. Among
those who remain, few here
believe that the war is over,
even
after last week's
Kremlin-orchestrated election
ratifying
its
appointee,
Akhmad Kadyrov, as president of the Chechen republic.

"We don't want to go
back to Chechnya," said Vera
Chabkhanova, 46, who rocks
her grandson in a handmade
wooden cradle tied by string
to .1 metal bunk. "I'm afraid
for my sons. One is 15 years
old— almost grown up now.
I don't know what would
happen to him."
The Satsita camp sits in an
open expanse of muddy land in
the Ingushetia region near the
C luvhnva border It is a hodgepodge of tents, some fairly sturdy ones provided by the office
of the U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees, others cobbled
together by inventive Chechens
from whatever raw materials
they could find.
Life, dreary and dreadful,
omrinues despite it all, with the
ste REFUGEES, page 6

Bella Chabkhanova, a 23 year old Chechen, holds her 3
month-old ton Azamat In Russia at the Satsita refugee
camp. Russians took the ..aby's father away In July.
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Doctors new target for drug war
Physicians questioned on their prescriptions
BY RALPH VARTABEDIAN

The Las Angeles Times
Federal prosecutors launched
one of their highest -profile and
controversial assaults in the war
against prescription drug abuse
recently when they indicted Dr.
William E. r lurwitz, a 57-year-old
Virginia pain-treatment specialist
I lurwitz,
a
Stanford
University medical graduate who
also has a law degree, was depicted as a "street-comer crack dealer" by federal officials during a
court hearing last month. He
remains in a Virginia jail, unable
to post bail set at 52 million.
Although medical boards
havt suspended Hurwitz's
license three times in the past
decade, and federal officials have
depicted him as corrupt, he is
regarded as a pioneer in pain
treatment by many doctors, academicians and medkal groups,
who have decried his prosecution. The case, along with other
prominent criminal prosecutions,
il putting I chill on legitimate
pain treatment by doctors who
fear prosecution, they say
The Hurwitz case has exposed
.i deepening rift between law
enforcement and the medical
community over the use of opioids in modern pain tmitment.
These powerful drugs, including
OxyContin,
Vicodin
and
Dilaudid, an? based on natural or
synthetic opium.
(>\ *T the past decade, a revolution in medical thinking
has discarded the idea that
people just should cope with
profound lorig-term pain and,
instead, holds that they should
be helped with high doses of
opioids Without such treatment, the victims of serious
diM.ise and injury often are
bedridden, unemployable and
depressed, and in some cases
suicidal, doctors say.
At the same time, abuse of
these drugs has soared. An estimated 6.4 million people in the
United States illegally used
opium-based painkillers in 2001,
according to the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services
Administration.
OxyContin,
introduced seven years ago and

hailed as a breakthrough drug,
has become the most abused pain
pill in the nation.
Illegal use of opioids has
been increasing 27 percent
annually, according to surveys.
Among the most high-profile
cases is that of talk-show host
Rush Limbaugh, who recently
admitted he is a pain-pill addict.
Despite such abuse, national
health organizations argue that
serious pain is undertreated
and have criticized the justice
Department and local lawenforcement agencies for causing widespread fear among
doctors that they cannot prescribe opioid painkillers, pnr
ticularly OxyContin, without
risking prosecution.
"There is no question that
doctors now fear being held
liable if they
prescribe
painkillers," said Dr. Michael
Fleming,
a
practicing
Louisiana doctor and president of the 94,000-member
American Academy of Family
Physicians. "We have let our
members know what is going
on. There 19 a heightened
awareness by the Drug
Enforcement Administration."
A range of experts, including
pain specialist, directors of hospice facilities, academicians and
the pharmaceutical industry,
come to the same conclusion.
Even law-enforcement officials
agree that legitimate doctors an?
spooked, although officers have
sought to assure them that they
have nothing to worry about.
"What happens typically is
that 99 percent of the physicians, who are good, decent
people, can become paranoid,"
said |ohn Burke, head of a drugenforcement task force in Ohio
and vice president of the
National Association of Drug
Diversion Investigators. 'This is
a very touchy issue. We do not
want to impact legitimate pain
patients or their physicians."
Prosecutors and investigators
say doctors violate the law when
they prescribe pain pills to
patients who they know are selling or abusing the drugs. Tne
most flagrant cases involve doctors who spend little time with

patients, write them identical law-enforcement groups.
pain-pill prescriptions and ignore
Even doctors who adhere
repeated signs that they are carefully to rules can run afoul
attracting addicts to their office. A of law-enforcement aami b■,
patient overdose death, not evi- according to David Brushwood,
dence on its own of illegal pre- an expert on opioid legal issues
scribing of pain pills, often and a professor of pharmacoloattracts dose scrutiny.
gy at the University of Flonda.
The DEA, which regulates
"Something
is terribly
controlled drugs, says it has wrong with the way some crimnot ramped up prosecutions inal justice authorities have
or adopted tougher investiga- begun to enforce the law against
tion tactics. It says it only is physicians and pharmacists
trying to hold the line on the who prescribe and dispense
abuse of pain medications, high-dose opioids to treat
which has caused serious chronic pain," he said. "The necsocial and economic problems
essary balance ... has tipped
Pat Good, a senior official at drastically in the direction of
the DEA's office of diversion ruthless drug control."
control, said the agency was
Jeri Hassman, a doctor in
focusing on doctors running Tucson, Ariz., who was indicted
"prescription mills" or those in March, said she never was
whose entire practices involve informed of any concerns about
pain medications diverted to her practice. She was charged
illegal uses. Allegations that the after an undercover sbng that
agency is putting a chill on pain used a three-time convicted
treatment are not new, she said. felon, along with two undercov"We have heard that same er DEA agents, said Hassman's
issue for years," Good said. attorney Bates Butler.
"Obviously, there is an
But Burke, the narcotics invesincrease in abuse and an tigator in Ohio, said most good
increase in our reaction to it. police departments tip off doctors
We have gone out of our way mat patients are diverting drugs
... to reassure people that legit- before they launch investigations.
imate practice is not the issue."
"Physicians are not tHntad
This month, the DEA dou- because of one patient, but
bled the fees it charges doctors, rather an overwhelming pattern
pharmacies and drugmakers for of activity," he said. "Then is
controlled-substance registra- nothing illegal about being
tions, an administrative action duped by your patient.
that will raise an additional $60 Everybody gets duped The
million annually for the DEA's doctors we target are well aware
program to fight the diversion of they have bad patients."
controlled drugs. Good said
Hurwitz seems like an unlikenearly 1 million doctors hold ly champion for the cause of pain
DEA controlled-substance regis- treatment. Before his arrest late
trations allowing them to pre- List month, Hurwitz had his
scribe opiates, whereas the medical license revoked once in
agency has just 400 investigators
Washington, D.C., and twice in
In 2002, 68 doctors were arrested Virginia. His supporters blame
for crimes involving controlled the suspensions on the medical
substances; in 2001 there were 76 groups efforts to block his camarrests. The annual number of paign for use of high doses of opi prosecutions has ranged from 50 oids to treat serious pain.
to 80 for years. Good said.
"It seems to us that the DEA
Critics say the official statis- has shifted its focus from street
tics vastly understate the mag- thugs to doctors because docnitude and growth of the prose- tors are easier targets," said
cution efforts because 95 percent Kathryn Serkes, a policy execuof cases are plea bargained or tive at the association of physihandled administratively by cians and surgeons. The group
state medical boards in collabo- flatly now advises its doctors
ration with the DEA and local not to prescribe opioids.

Topfree 10' sue for
right to bare breasts
BY LAURIN SELLERS

The Orlando Sentinel
Scanning the roomful of
women, Jamie Hooper couldn't
help but snicker. Seated together
were 10 women, most of them
middle-aged and two who qualified as senior citizens.
"Ladies," Hooper teased
her fellow plaintiffs that day a
month ago, "we don't need to
be taking our tops off."
Yet, they are battling in
federal court for the right to
do just that, hoping to add to
the small list of places where
baring the female breast has
been decriminalized.
Meet the women who call
themselves the Topfree 10, a
group as diverse as the ordinances and attitudes governing
women's breasts nationwide.
They range from 14 to 74 years
old. Some are schoolteachers,
some are naturists and one is a
fired NASA engineer convicted
of an anthrax hoax.
The forces motivating them
to pick this fight with Brcvard
County, Ha., vary nearly as
much as their ages. About the
only thing they have in common is the belief that they
should have the same rights as
men. Even when it comes to
shedding their shirts.
And though legal experts say
the lawsuit is likely to rail, the
women are convinced the sun
someday will shine on their
cause — if not their bosoms.
"The issue is gender equality," said Hooper's mother, 74year-old Marilyn "Smith"
Hooper, a grandmother of five
and the lawsuit's matriarch.
Nevermind that neither
Hooper would take her top off
in public, even if they were to
win in court. Smitty Hooper
said she's too old, and )amie, a
44-year-old first-grade teacher
at
Golfview
Elementary
Magnet School in Rockledge,
said she wouldn't set foot on a
beach in anything skimpier
than a shirt and pair of shorts.
They just don't think it's
right that the only legal way to
bare their breasts in Horida is
for the gratification of somebody else — either a nursing

baby or a strip-club crowd.
They also think they can
win — even if legal experts
don't — and that public sentiment is on their side.
"I don't think they'll find
the courts very sympathetic," '
said Fletcher Baldwin, a law
professor at the University of
Florida, who compared the
women's chance in court to
that of a snowball's in hell.
"Simply being topless, witl.
all due respect, doesn't rise to
the same level as, say, race dis*
crimination," he said, chuckling. "There is no compelling
need — unless they all want to
be longshoremen."
The suit was filed Sept.
3, and no trial date has been
set. In the meantime, the 10
women are trying to raise
enough money to pay for a
scientific
poll,
asking
Florida residents whether
non-breastfeeding women
should be arrested for being
topless in public. Their
attorney, Mark Tietig, said
the main thread running
through previous cases is
that the courts insist the
majority or people are
opposed to women being
topless, but there's no scientific data to back it up. He
is convinced 65 to 75 per- ,
cent of Florida's residents
are in favor of the laws
being repealed.
Kay Butchko isn't one of
them. She is an officer in a conservative women's organization in Brevard and also lives
on the beach in Cape
Canaveral, Fla.
"We're talking about my
front yard, where my
grandchildren come to visit
and other children play,"
said Butchko, 62. "We want
it to remain a family oriented community.
"I think it is very unfair
for certain fringe groups to
want to change our cultural
environment and impact
multitudes
of
people.
There's a difference in men
and women and the way
they are perceived, and I
think we need to accept that
as a reality," Butchko said.
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PROGRAM: Making leaders VIRGINIA: Colleges join forces
PROGRAM, from page 1

involved in many activities.
Schnebel said, "Vfc are gouiR to
have guest speakers, like administrators and people from
Community Service-Learning,
at the meetings." S.E.A.LS.
meets once a week, and some of
these meetings will consist of
social or community service
activities, she added.
S.E.A.LS. will work on four
areas that will help in their
growth as leaders. They will participate in leadership training,
team-building activities, community service participation and
social activities.
In areas of team building,
members of S.E.A.L.S. will
participate in the University
Recreation ropes course and
participate in Up 'til Dawn.
Schnebel said.
Scarpulla said she is looking
forward to the community serv-

COACH:
Assistant
Paynter
suspended
COACH, from page 1

continue until the issue is
resolved in the Wlimington-area
court system, according to JMU
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne.
The incident occurred during
the women's soccer team's visit
to Wilmington, N.C., for a game
against the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington Saturday.
Women's soccer coach Dave
Lombardo declined to comment about the possibility of
hiring another assistant coach.
"We are waiting for the legal
system to sort this out," he
said. "As far as 1 am concerned,
he is still a coach here."
Paynter is in his fifth year at
JMU and joined the JMU coaching staff as an assistant coach in
the spring of 1999.

ice aspect "One of the main
things that we will be working
on in S.E.A.LS. this year is community service throughout the
Harrisonburg area," she said.
Schnebel said they will be
going to a soup kitchen as part
of their community service.
She
also
said
the
S.E.A.L.S. will be lobbying
for higher education and will
go to Washington, D.C.,
probably in February.
The group also will work
with the SGA Freshman Class
Council during the year and will
assist with the Mr. and Ms
Freshman pageant, she added.
Craigue said she also is
looking forward to working
with others so she can build on
her skills. "I thought that since
S.E.A.L.S. was part of SGA that
it would be a good way for me
to get started and meet people
that are influential here on

campus," she said. "1 hope to
come out of |the S.E.A.L.S.
program] with a few new
friends and sort of make a
name for myself here."
The S.E.A.L.S. program is
only for freshmen, and the current members will have to move
on to other areas of JMU leadership after May. "I want (the
S.E-A.LS.) to move as a group
and stay in touch" when they no
longer are freshmen, Schnebel
said. She said she wants them to
branch out and become leaders
of different organizations in
their following years at JMU.
The S.E.A.L.S. members
agree that they want to continue their friendships and skills
in the future.
"1 would like to gain as
much as possible from [the
S.E.A.L.S.I and hope that we
could all learn and grow from
each other," Scarpulla said.

VIRGINIA, from page 1

paigning for candidates and
focus on the issues, educating
students on candidates and
"ensure that elected officials
consider the future ramifications of their short-term policy decisions," according to
the Web site.
Stoney said he met with the
group last weekend in
Richmond. They plan to meet
monthly to have an opportunity to network and learn ideas
from others schools, he said.
Virginia 21 will lobby the
Virginia General Assembly to
show representatives that
universities should receive
more money. Through fund
raising and support, the
group already has raised
about $75,000 to $80,000,
which will go toward the lobbying, according to Stoney.
Virginia 21 found that 14

percent of students "engage in
the political process," according to its Web site. However, 94
percent of these students faN
that being active in this process
will help solve problems. In
rvsponv to this, the SGA is trying to increase voter turnout
among 18- to 24-year-olds on
JMU's campus. Students can
pick up absentee ballots from
the SGA office in Taylor Hall,
room 304.
However, these must be
turned in soon, so one must
get one immediately, Stoney
said. According to the
Commonwealth of Virginia's
Web site, wwiv.virginia.gov, a
person must submit his or
her absentee ballot "not less
than five days prior to the
election in which the applicant offers to vote."
Virginia 21's goal is to "register 40,000 new voters in the

next three months," according
to an Oct. 14 SGA press release.
As a result, students can pick
up voter registration ciftll
from the SGA office
Also, come election time in
November, the SGA will Mp
educate students on candidates' platforms, thus futtWns
another aspect of Virginia 21.
According to Virginia 21, since
86 percent of college students
said they need more practical
information before they get
involved and make divisions.
the presentation of platforms
will help fulfill this goal.
After the November elections, according to the SGA
press release, Virginia 21 will
change its focus to supporting
mainstream public investments
in higher education and student quality of life, ensuring a
positive future
for the
Commonwealth of Virginia."

SGA: Bill passes in Senate DEBATE: Students offer pros, cons
DERATE, from page 1
SGA, from page 1

Convention in Charlotte, N.C.
The SGA has $32^34 in contingency this year, which goes to any
non-front end budgeted organization. Organizations at JMU can
request funds twice a year for a
total of $4,000 from the SGA.
Phi Sigma Pi requested $4,000.
The National Convention fee is
$109 for each brother, totaling
$436. The remainder ot the money,
$3,564, that the fraternity requested would go toward the $25,000
needed to establish the Megan
Stidham Scholarship Fund.
Stidham was a JMU student who
passed away Nov. 14,2001.
Phi Sigma Pi President Esther
Gertin. a senior, spoke at the
meeting. She said that the scholarship will go to two JMU students, one of which would be a
member of the fraternity.
However, to begin this scholarship. Phi Sigma Pi must give
$25,000 to JMU as an endowment, and the school then would
guarantee that this "scholarship
continues forever," Gertin said.
Junior Matt Gray submitted an
amendment to decrease the bill to

$2,500, 10 percent of the $25,000
Phi Sigma Pi needs to raise.
"I don't think it would be
responsible of us to give such a
large amount of money so early in
the year," Gray said.
Junior Katie Freind, arts and
letters senator, said, "Our fundraising efforts have quadrupled
this year, and if s for a good cause.
1 think we should give them the
whole amount."
Last year, the contingency was
exhausted, and many members
voiced their concern that some
organizations wouldn't benefit
from receiving money from the
SGA if it was given out all at once.
Senior Lyndsey WaltherThomas said, "We have the
money, and that's what it is there
for. Why not give it to a good
cause such as this. (Phi Sigma Pi)
is very involved campus wide,
and this is something that is going
to affect JMU even after all of us
have graduated."
The bill for giving Phi Sigma Pi
the $4,000 was voted on and
passed in the Senate. The
Executive Council will vote on this
bill today in its Exec Meeting.

a pill, and any student receiving the drug pays $15 as well,
according to Tengco.
Tengco went on to say that
women at JMU are more
important than the budget,
and it is "crucial" to provide
I, such as the distnbution of ECPs, in case of a possible pregnancy emergency.
Daniel refuted statements
made by Tengco. He called
the decision lu ban tin- y<"'
"symbolic, for it represents
the ideals and values of the
state.'' Daniel said that abortion merely was "a matter of
semantics," based upon differing beliefs of when a fetus
is a human being.
Daniel also said that, in
cases of sexual assault, a
female still can get the ECP at
CVS and, therefore, "no one's
rights are being infringed
upon." He added that no student is being denied the pill
because there are many places
to pick up ECPs, and it is not
JMU's place to provide them
when "taxpayers and Virginia
society as a whole disagree."
Ray began her statements

should have a voice in what
medications are shelved.
McCeney also said that since
Virginia is a conservative state
with a conservative governor,
the ECPs go against conservative ideals, which rniwn upon
premartial sexual relations.
"It is irresponsible in the
current economy to provide
this pill when whoever needs
it can simply go to a pharmacy," McCeney said. After she
said faculty and enrollment
cutbacks were evidence of the
economy
struggle
that
Virginia schools are facing,
McCeney said that a large
part of ECP distribution is a
matter of what it costs the taxpayers as well as JMU.
Tengco then spoke for the
opposing team, and said the
ban was "a symbolic slap
across the face for the female
population of JMU."
Tengco also refuted the
economic reasoning McCeney
presented. He said that the
public does not pay for the
drug — the student needing
ECPs docs. JMU pays $15 for

for the opposing team and
said the "ECPdoes not hinder
morality, but not allow-ing it to
be distributed is a dinvt Inn
drance (of moralitv| "
Ray said making women
go out into a community
"which is already hostile to
JMU students" deprives them
of privacy in cast-, ot sexual
assault She said a trip to ,i 1.» 11
pharmacy "creates .in intimidating environment, which tlw
Health Center does not."
Ray also said the pill is
much more expensive .it local
pharmacies than the price it
was offered at the Health
Center. Ed's range in price
from $25.95 to $30.99, according to the Health C enter Web site, wuwjmu.eduflimlthc
tr/new/strvkes/ecphhnl.
To end the debate. Stone
offnd the microphone to am
student wishing to comment
on the ECP debate, or ask
questions to those who were
involved in the debate. AN ut
25 or 30 students spoke after
the debate, according to l.iwil.
who said the discussion continued for over 30 minutes
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FIRE: Needing volunteers
/ WE, fnmpagt 3
ttu-iuls after wlunteering.
HairtMfi s,iid.
Others s.iid the knowledge
gained in the process w.is benCfJdal. "I love volunteering for
DM lire station because the
more I volunteer, the more I
learn," Mid hmior Sarah Krcbs,
a JMU student vohmtctl
"'Girls can't fight fires b ,i
quote of the past. II you live for
excitement, you should hit up
Ihis volunteer opportunitv."
Pol others,
including
Elliott, volunteering is all
about helping the community
"I've had many experiences
ranging from fighting the fire
at Eagle Carpet to helping
deliver a baby," he said. "The
experience is a very enjoyable
one, and personally rewarding in knowing that I have
helped make a differ)
Time commitment is not a
big issue either, according to
Elliott. He said he runs an
average of 22 calls per
month, but still manages to
be a full-time student and

works 10 hours a week.
Also, there are no minimum requirements for volunteers,
according
to
Harrison. While volunteers
are allowed to work as little
Of as much .is they'd like, lo
keep their gear, volunteers
must run at least 5 percent
of the year's calls
Harrison said firefighting
is a dangerous and exciting
job, so only certain people are
cut cut out for it. "A prospective member will be able lo
answer yes to some of these
questions: Do you want to cut
up cars? Do you want to run
into burning building!? Do
you want to drive a fire
engine? Do you want to do
something meaningful with
your spare time?"
The Hose Company No. 4 is
not only the oldest, but also one of
the busiest, volunteer fire departments in the area, according to an
Aug. 29,2002, article in TV Breae.
For those interested in volunteering, contact Zeb IMioll
at eUiotmx,

REFUGEES: Seeking new home
KKFVGES.frompagt}
first refugees having fled the
renewal of war in their homeland in 1999. For four years,
people have made do, waiting
for the day they could return.
Young boys have grown taller,
young women have gotten
married, and babies such as
A/.un.ii have been bom.
Human rights groups
estimate that as many as
100,000 refugees remain in
Ingushetia — the government counts half that many
— with most staying with
local families or in garages,
abandoned buildings or
other crude housing. The
tent cities have become
such a sore spot for authorities that they recently set
up checkpoints to keep out
human rights workers and
journalists without official
permission
to
enter,
although it is not hard to
sneak into the camps by
other routes.
The first Russian campaign
to close the camps ended

You can't help smiling...
even if you're not in love

enter often wind up in another; nearly 25,000 Chechens
returning home now are living
in two dozen temporary settlement camps in Chechnya
instead of Ingushetia.
Many of those who
remain see no reason to follow that path. Most of those
forced out of Bella simple
moved to Satsita. according
to refugees, and some of
those who do return to
Chechnya wind up back in
Ingushetia eventually.
"We didn't want to move,"
said Zarema Alsultanova, 45,
who was among the last to
leave Bella and now lives in
Satsita. "We were forced to."
At one point, several
refugees said, officials
came to Bella to intimidate
them. "I know how to
break you and I will," they
quoted one official as
telling them. They said
another warned, "If you
don't go of your own free
will, we'll bring tanks here
and open fire on you."

Grand Larceny
A (Mil student reported the
larceny of four wheels and
tires off a car in Rl Lot
between Oct. 12 at 10 p.m.
and Oct. 15 at 7:52 am
A JMU employee reported the
theft of six student desks with
chairs and a folding tabk' with
two chairs from the Modular
Building between Oct 3 at 11
a.m. and Oct. 4 at 9 a.m.
Indecent Exposure
A JMU student reported
a white male subject exposing himself on the sidewalk
in front of Warren Hall Oct.
20 at 10:53 a.m.
Two
JMU
students
reported a white male
between the ages of 40 and
45 exposing himself in F Lot
Oct. 20 at 5:55 p.m. The suspect was reported to have
dark brown hair, medium
build, wearing a gray T-shirt
and jeans. The case currently
is under investigation.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 31

6 Tailor and Cleaners, Inc.
Over 20 Years Experience
Custom Tailoring & Alterations
Tuxedo, Wedding Gown
Fit Any Site or Shape
Fast Work
Reasonable Prices

Try us and see...
Breakfast All Day Sat & Sun.
Full Coffee Bar
Delicious Sandwiches & Wraps
Scrumptious Soups & Salads

abruptly last year after an international outcry at the heavyhanded tactics. This vear,
authorities have tried a more
subtle approach — promises of
cash accompanied by quiet
threats — and the outside world
has not complained much.
"It's like a soft form of
squeezing them out." said
Eliza Moussayeva, head of
the
local
branch
of
Memorial, Russia's most
prominent human rights
organization. "They come to
the tents and say, 'Get out
first because you'll have to
go anyway.'"
Authorities finally closed
the Bella camp two weeks ago,
driving out the last of the 1,000
people there, after weeks in
which electricity and gas were
sporadically cut off.
Altogether, authorities boast
that 1,200 refugees have left
tent cities in Ingushetia in the
past two weeks to head home,
leaving 7,900 in the camps and
46,000 elsewhere in Ingushetia.
But those leaving one refugee

F-I.OC, from page 2
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It is easy for Americans to forget their own
undemocratic origins. Fifty-five men crafted the
U.S. Constitution without popular input.
ADAM SHARP

junior

OPINION
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Abortion becomes an ideological litmus test that labels politicians as "pro"
or "anti" and then shuts the book, content with this cursory judgment.
Mt kotm editorial, below

Pigs and Pearls
HOUSE

U.S. security requires
strong, united Europe
AdamSharp
Those in the American neo
conservative foreign policy
establishment — and the armchair diplomats who support
them — ought to pause before
cheering the failure of the
European Union to coalesce into
a viable state. Pundits and ideologues may strut with nationalistic hubris at the sight of
Mother Europe in distress, but it
is in the national interest of the
United States to see a strong,
united Europe that can act as an
armed consort to counter fundamentalism and tyranny, not a
damsel in distress requiring yet
another U.S. intervention
The .barely hidden remarks
of glee about Europe's unifu.i
tion struggles began this spring,
as certain European leaders
stood in opposition to President
George W. Bush's request fur
help before the second war in
the Persian Gulf.
Philip Stephens, senior editor and commentator at the
Financial Times, pointed to the
inability of European powers to
agree on big issues in a column
printed in the Feb. 23 issue ot
The Washington Po*t entitled
"Why Europe Can't Get It
Together." In it, he writes, "The
countries of Europe may agree
to make common cause when
the issues are small... But, once
the geopolitical stakes rise.
national interests and pride
win out over solidarity."
Columnist George Will
attacked the European Union's
constitution in the July 27 issue
of The Washington Post.
"Europe's nations speak of 'pooling' their sovereignty, but the
great question remains: How can
those nations' self-government
— the setting of social policy by
representative parliaments — be
compatible with a European
Union armed with this constitution? The answer is: It can't be.
"The European Union
already has 80,000 pages of
laws and regulations abridging
the nations' sovereignty in matters momentous and minute.
And the proposed constitution
gives the European Union full
supremacy over member
nations in some areas, including trade. In America, the
power to regulate interstate
commerce has been the greatest
engine for expanding the scope
of the federal government at
the expense of the states
In mid-September, voters in

EDITORIAL

Sweden rejected the adoption ot
the euro in favor of retaining the

national currency, the krona.
T)K Washington Post's news article from Sept. 15 made some
assertions that many Europebashers would relish
"Many (said] the outcome
could slow Europe's march to

cloaar Integration and compel
governments to consult more
with their populations," Post
Foreign Correspondent Keith
Richburg writes Later, he continues, "Critics of European
integration have long argued
that the EU suffered from a
'democracy deficit,' meaning
crucial decisions are often
made by governments without consulting their populations In many cases where
there have been referendums,
particularly in Scandinavia,
voters have expressed skepticism about closer ties
"The next major test will be
for a new European constitution, which is now being finalized, and some opponents of
joining the OUR) said they will
demand a referendum on that."
The founding fathers must
be shaking their heads
"Surely," one can hear them
*urely you don't e\p«-1
the people to make a wise and
judicious choice on this matter1 Haven't you learned anything from our axpariani
It is easy for Americans to
forget their own undemocratic
origins. I ittv-ti\e men crafted
the U.S. Constitution without
popular input and in complete
secrecy. It was submitted It* the
states »MI a yes/ no basis, with
out opportunity for amendment and without the Bill
of Rights. The Constitution
assigned unprecedented powers to the federal government,
especially regarding trade, tax
ation and foreign p< >
Most importantly, the
Constitution was to be ratified or
rejected bv a constitutional convention — not a referendum —
in each state. Virginia, the 10th
state to join the new United
states, dul so in an 84-7° vote.
Fascinating. Fewer than 170
people decided whether Virginia
would give up its independence
over trade and foreign policy".
New York, the 11th state to ratify,
did so on a 30-27 vote
That's not democratic. That's
representative. That's how the

Senate bill only prolongs costly abortion battle
The Senate paaaad i bill Tuesday,
banning an abortion procedure popularly known by anti-abt"-tion acth katl M
p.irhal-birth." Even though President
W Buatl appears eager to elgfl
the legislation, the Senate's action merely enauraa another election year in
which abortion will act as a culturally
divisive issue serving .is a distraction
from other, more tangible, matters.
Abortion is an emote, e issue Its sup
porters are driven by a defense ol individual rights and privacy both intangible
valuta AOOftion (baa an' compelled by a
reMglouscom lotion toaavethenveaol the
unborn, an equally intangible force, all
cutting across socioeconomic hru-s
Such a fight lends itself easily to namecalling and demarcation* of "good |Ojd
"evil " Abortion becomes an ideological
litmus test that labels politicians as "pro"
or "anti" and then shuts the book, content
with this cursory judgment.
When abortion enters the room,
debates over foreign policy, taxation
trade. Social Si untv, Medicare, prescription drugs, unemployment and the economy an ignored. The abortion debate
dominates the American political landscape to the cxclusiim of .ill other issues.
Therefore, the inevitable Supreme
Court division de- l.iring Tuesday's measure unconstitutional will provide both
sides with the rhetorical firepower needed to slaughter each other verbally and
anyone else who calls for a calm, rational
discussion of who will be the best presi-

dent of the United St.
The legislation most likely never will
be enforced. Three groups — "the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America, tin'
Center for Reproductive Rights and the
National Abortion Federation" — are
planning injunctions and lawsuits against
the measure, according to the Oct. 22 issue
of The Waslungton Post.
The Supreme Court already has ruled
concerning governmental attempts to
ban partial-birth abortions. A 1997
Nebraska law banning the procedure
was struck down in June 2000 in the case
of Stenberg v. Carftart (2000).
The court used two previous cases in
its decision — Roe v. Wade (1973) and
Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992). Both
cases establish, in the opinion of the court
in SMbt/9, that "a woman has a right to
terminate her pregnancy," and a government law cannot place an "undue burden" or have the "effect of placing a substantial obstacle in the woman's path."
The Nebraska law was struck down
because it banned an abortion procedure that was safer than other options,
did not provide an exemption for the
health of the mother and imposed an
undue burden on the woman.
Supporters of the bill feel that it will
nuvt the Stetiberg tests. The measure's writers included "a series of findings that such
an abortion is never needed for health reasons," according to The Waslungton Post.
However, the court specifically
addressed such claims in Stenberg. The

court found that a division existed
among medical experts concerning the
need for the partial-birth procedure, but
concluded that, since the procedure is
considered to be safer than other
abortive options, the health of the mother would be put "at an imneceaear)
risk if such a procedure was banned
Nevertheless, none ot the above
information and analvsis will matter
next year when the Supreme Court
declares the recently paaaad legislation
unconstitutional. Anti abortion activists
will not blame the bill's writers for ignoring the standards set by the court, but
angrily will call tor a ban on what they
lonsider to be a barbaric procedure
Stenberg required three years to (ourney from the statajhouK In I imoln.
Neb., to the Supreme Court building in
Washington, D.C. However, highly
politicized cases often are expedited
through the court system.
The result is that the Supreme Court
may announce its decision in this
inevitable court case months before the
presidential election next war. Sudl I
bombshell would obliterate anv hope ot
conducting logical, intelligent dttCUfl
sions and debates about national laauea
that desperately need attention.
Such a political battle results in two losers— the health and strength ot this nation
and the American public Both will receive
a presidential caretaker chosen on the basis
of one issue, an Issue that matters little in
the day-to-day affairs of the country.
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■ Breeze Reader's View

Summer film shows animated evidence of intelligent design
AndrewChudy
One of List summer's true
box office success stories was
Disney/ Pixar's "Finding
Nemo." This good-natured
children's film depicted .i fanciful undersea world rendered
entireK in .ompuler .inimation In addition to great graphics, the film also taught viewers
numerous valuable lessons —
namely, the importance of family and the power of hope in
the face ol personal tribulation.
An in-depth look into the
real-lite UologV tA the movie's

star character, Nemo, alao on
teach fans a crucial lesson
about the nature of our world's
creation. The intricate relationship between the clown fish
and it's synibiont, the Ml
anemone, should lead all \ lew ers to marvel at the beauty and
wonder of the natural world
and its eternal creator.
The clown, or anemone, fish
actually are a group of fish of
the genus Amphiprion All an'

native to the warm waters of
the Pacific Ocean and parts of
the Indian Ocean. These fascinating creatures have intrigued
naturalists, scuba divers and
tropical fish hobbyists for
decades due to their beautiful
appearance and habit ot
ing within the arms of the
deadly sea anemone.
Research by marine biologists, such as the late Roger
l.ubbock of Oxford University,
has helped shed light on how
the clown fish is able to survive
— and even thrive — within the
anemone's lethal embrace. It has
been shown that the clown fish's
own mucus has a property that
deactivates the anemone's
nemattxysts, or stinging cells.
This by itself, however, is not
sufficient protection for the fish,
as evidenced by the fact that a
down fish separated from its
host for an extended period will
be stung the first few times it
tries to reenter the anemone. In
order to gain complete protec-

tion, the fish also must incorporate the anemone's own protective mucus. This is accomplished by brushing against the
anemone, and even by nibbling
at its tentacles.
This bizarre and noteworthy
example of symbiosis has baffled
Darwinists for ages, who have
searched in vain for an adequate
explanation of how such a relationship could have developed.
The nature of the problem facing
Darwinists is clear, due to evolution's ever-present need to
describe the development of biological traits thnxigh a process of
slow, gradual changes. This
notion of gradual change has
proven wholly inadequate when
applied to the clown fish/
anemone relationship.
The clown fish's immunity
could not have developed
through a gradual process. The
Darwinists' primitive clown
fish entering an anemone for
the first time, unless blessed
with the ability both to deacti-

vate the anemones stinging
cells and to incorporate the
anemone's own mucus, would
have taced, at best, sickness
and, at worst, certain death.
Darwinists then are lett
with the dubious task of imagining how Mibfactina ftaeM to
continual sickness or violent
death could have proved beneficial tor an entire $\
fish. Complicating the matter
for them is the fact that clown
fish entirely are capable of
surviving independently from
anemones, revolutionists'
attempts to explain this phenomenon have been more
suited to the realm of scieme
fiction than science fact.
An example of one rather
tantastic theory that has been
put forward in times peat WH
that the clown fish never actually touched the anemone's tentacles at all. If this wan fa ca.se,
evolutionists pondered, perhaps
the clown fish merely evolved to
be nimble enough to

host's sting. This idea has been
refuted flatly by observations of
fish literally sleeping on top of
their host anemone's tentacles.
In his groundbreaking book
I Mrwin s Black Box," Lehigh
University biochemist Michael
Behe levies a full frontal
aneuh against the theory of
evolution with his idea of irreducible complexity.
Defining his theory, Behe
writes, "By irreducibly complex I mean a single system
composed of several wellmatched, interacting parts that
contribute to the basic function, wherein the removal of
any one of the parts causes the
system to effectively cease
functioning. An irreducibly
complex system cannot be produced directly — that is, by
continuously improving the
initial function, which continues to work by the same mechanism — by slight, successive
modifications of a precursor
system because any precursor

to an irreducibly complex system that is missing a part is by
definition nonfunctional."
By examining the clown
fish's symbiosis, it is clear how
this would fit Behe's definition
of an irreducibly complex biological system. If cither of the
fish's two protective traits, its
nematocyst disarming mucus
and its ability to assimilate the
anemone's mucus, were absent,
then the entire relationship
would in no way have been beneficial to clown fish.
The only logical conclusion
is to admit the fact that the
clown fish must have been the
result of an intelligent designer who created both it and its
host to live together in harmony. When Genesis 1:20
describes God as calling for
the creation of all sea creatures, it is safe to conclude that
he meant what he said and
accomplished what he willed.
Andrew Chudy is a junior
IDLS major.
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Nate Beeler. The Arizona Republic, Phoenix (Knight Kidder Tribune)
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EUROPE: Weak, divided continent will need help, possible third rescue
El ROPE, from page 7
founders intended it. That's
how Europe ought to do it.
The founding fathers knew
that the people, absent a national
disaster, would choose the status
quo of the weak confederation of
states over such a radical change.
For the voting public to demand
a change tntm the norm indicates a profound dissatisfaction
with how things .ire Ix-ing nin,
as demonstrated bv California's

abnormal and tragic recall election. The fierce opposition to the
Constitution launched by the
antifederalists shows that there
was no such profound popular
dissatisfaction in 1788.
Perhaps those who cheer at
Europe's problems think that
a weak, divided Europe is in
the United States' best interest. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
Europe sits as tf geographi-

cal offshoot of Asia and hangs
precariously over Africa. Thus,
this continent lives next to two
politically troubling neighbors
— the volatile and unpredictable Middle East and the
bloated corruption of Russia.'
A strong, united Europe
would be able to project force
quickly into the Middle East to
quell disturbances and also
could work to stabilize the
Russian bear's accelerating

downward spiral. Such
responsibilities could free the
United States' hands so that it
can turn to its historical
spheres of influence — the
Pacific Rim and the Americas.
Despite how often the two
may disagree, the United
States and Europe are linked
by a common culture. The
United States is the product of
European humanist thought*
from the Enlightenment.

Americans have more in common with Europeans than with
any other culture on the globe.
The crowned heads of
Europe most likely frowned
when a strong, centralized
United States emerged from a
patchwork of British colonies.
Yet, their annoyance turned to
relief over a century later
when that unified nation twice
c.ime across the pond to pull
Europe out of catastrophe.

The United States cannot
afford to make a third trip to
rescue a divided Europe from
itself or from its neighbors.
Americans should cheer Europe
on to form a strong, centralized
government that can stand with
the United States. After all, it
would be better to have a strong
ally than a weak liability
Adam Sharp is a junior foreign
languages major. E-mail him at
omnilingual@hotmail.com.
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it's called hiptop", it's full color, and it fits in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail, surf the web.
it comes with AOL Instant Messenger.
with fully integrated PDA.
check out our cool hiptop' plans, starting as low
as $29.95 a month.
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Colonial Mall
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COMICS
Just Like Reality by Patrick Bredland

Mike & Nik by Pebbles Dunn
RR\Nt lift MoweN TuMoRMW
"•» **TM

CLASS OK?
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Laura

Kristy
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PHOTO & GRAPHICS

High Peak Sportswear,
your source for

Marc

The Breeze is always looking for new artists to help out with
graphics, art, photography, comics and illustrations. If you
are interested, contact Breeze photo and graphics at:
PHOTO: breezephoto@hotmail.com
GRAPHICS: breezegraphics@hotmail.com

far |fa..o<u««n ffmttyaffcrt'
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ORTSWEAR'

www.hipeak.com
1.800.524.4739
JMU Ladies Distressed Circle Tee. Prints on a 100% cotton Washed Plum t-shirt in white ink.
Special price good thru 10/29/03

187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
4344272

9:30-5:00
Monday
thru

Saturday
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Todays Birthday (Oct. 23). Spiritual backing tram loved ones is very important this year. It give* you
the imagination to solve whatever problems you encounter. Be thankful

Aries March 21-April 19
Today is a 7 - Your partner may be able to
• get through in spots where you'n? turned
back. Don I worry about him the message
gets across. |ust make sure that it does.

W-

la^kl Today is a 6 - Are you being tested to see
<^|Bkl how much you can bear? II so. its not .i
*y bad way tor others to find out. Don't
worry. You're nowhere near your limits

|»

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - You're entering a mmantk time
ol u.ir Schedule your big date for no* .ml
' make it last throughout the weekend.

Lso July 23-Aug. 22
^^ --s Today is a 7 - The questions continue to
^ksa' accumulate. Don* worry about the
^T>S answers. They'll been there all along.
within a solid love

* %a^
"V^pfl
M2p
^■^-

Today laa 6 - You ve been kept busy for
several weeks, working anil gathering
cash. You'll keep that up for a little while.
but you're developing other interests.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
R Today is a 7 - By now, you should have
learned enough to advance to the next
level. You'll undergo a series of tests in the
next few weeks that will help you And out
whether you ve made it.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 5 - You can increase your fortunes, but it won't happen by chance.
Making money is as much of a sci.ii.i- as
it is an art. Study,
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25 Peaceful
29 Satisfies
a debt
31 , right in
the kisser!
34 Ben of golf
35 Hawaiian
island
36 "Peter Pan"
pooch
37 What disabled
planes come
in on
40 Mailed
41 Action word

31

13

■
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24 Operate

\2

??

41

ACROSS
1 Heart ot the
matter
5 Highlander
9 Beaming
14 Norwegian
capital
15 Conspire
16 Amanda or
Robert
17 Hale or King
18 Tea-leaf
reader
19 Eagle's nest
20 Sinful dessert?
23 Affirmative
response
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Today is a 6 - Follow the orders you
•|£
receive as close to the letter as you can.
jflkV Being obedient to a gentle person
xc
*> you well.
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

I

.1.

37

Today is a 6 - You ve been involved with
-£f\ the public more than usual for the past
•WB^ few weeks Now, you'll have more time to
be alone for meditation and planning

*
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34

Solutions to Last Issue' s Puzzle

This is light as a
feather but no
one can hold it
for long.

"

a Today is a 7 - You may have noticed a lot
nioie a.tivitv in your subconscious mm,!
This is a secret weapon you use to
confound your adversaries.

Iribune Media Services

Riimi.ioftheDay

XI

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22

i

■ II■

Today is a 7 - You may not be quite as
aggressive in public over the next few
weeks. In private, however, you're still righl
on target Take care of your best interests

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^ «• Today is an 8 - You and your sweetheart
WygP have COOK Up with .ill sorts of great plans
/X\ for the future Get them down in writing
now, while you still hive the time.

-;

1'

Taurus April 20-May 20

Gemini May 21-June 21

;)

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
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42 Occurrence
43 Work unit
44 Military post
45 Procreates
46 Taro product
47 Lingerie buy
48 Fawcett, Smith
and Jackson
56 Piece of
broken pottery
57 Tel _-Jaffa
58 Hammer's
target
59 "SkJdhartha"
author
60 "The
Immoralist"
author

61 Zenith
62 Old-time
anesthetic
63 Spanish
cheers
64 Melt

„
W

DOWN
1 Incite
2 _ of Wight

3 Czech or
Slovak
4
5
6
7

H

.

Singer Tennille
Mouthed off
Staff signs.
Butter sub

35 Sawbuck
change
36 Church part
38 Effective use
39 Aired again
44 Boundary line
45 Atlanta learn
46 Analyze
syntactically

8 Novice

47 Back of a 45

9 Ancient
calculator
10 Gather
gradually
11 Spree
12 Depression
migrant
13 Tiny
21 Committing
perjury
22 Desiccate
25 Lunar state
26 Bring down
27 Growing old
28 Quitter's word
29 Military
chaplain
30 Peck in
"Moby Dick"

48 Newsman
Huntley
49 Slung dish
50 "Othello" role

51 Wicked
52 Pesky insect
53 To his own
54 City in Ohio
or Peru
55 0ffed
56 Haggard novel

31 Name on
a check
32 Upright
33 Viral lumps

S E E D

FIENDISHLY FANTASTIC AMENPE5
.

S^fe

Individually Leased 4 Bedroom,
4 Bath Luxury Apartments
Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area
Phenomenal Fitness Center On-Site
State of the Art Clubhouse,
Featuring a Widescreen
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Students find companionship, stress relief
in furry and scaly roommates
As the student bounded down the stairs of her apartment, one
thing notably set her apart from the rest of the students — she
was carrying an empty plastic bag and being pulled forward by a
Yorkshire Terrier on a leash. As she walked around the perimeter of the
front of the apartment, she noticed how everyone passing by stopped to
smile at or pet the little dog. Although she had two tests and a paper due
that day, for that moment, she wasn't thinking about her classes.
College life certainly has its many stressors, such as tests, the anxiety
of fitting in socially, and being away from home and family. JMU students typically tackle this stress in different ways, whether through exercising at UREC, playing an instrument or just hanging out with friends.
However, quite a few JMU students have found that the key to removing
stress from their lives is owning a pet. Pets lower stress levels by providing non-judgmental companionship, according to the American
Psychological Association. Studies show that, in some ways, it is better
to have a pet around under stressful situations than it is to have a close
friend around because, as with any human, no matter how close they are,
there always is some existence of evaluation. A pet can be the rare source
of unconditional love that is void of any negative judgments. Perhaps
this is why there always seems to be a few students playing with their
dogs nearly every sunny day on the Quad.
"Having a dog can be one of the most exciting and enjoyable things in the
world," said junior Keith Orrenouard, the owner of a Ridgeback/German
shepherd mix. "(Having a dog] is a lot of responsibility though - kind of
like having a kid. You can't go out parrying all night because you have to
worry about letting him out and feeding him." Although Derenouard
said while he could not count on going on any road trips while owning his dog, he does feel that having the dog, whose name is Bailey,
ha* madi his lite .1 little brighter. "I know that Bailey will always be
here for me and will fever look down on me, no matter what I do."
One may |p>ndcr how a college student can manage
owning! pet with the busy schedule he or she has.
According to the JMU Student Handbook, the
only acceptable pets in any university building
are fish and animals approved by the Office of Disability
Services. The ownership of any other type of pet in the
dorm environment is not safe on a sanitary level, as it
may attract other animals — namely, pests — and can
aggravate the many residents that may have animal
allergies, according to the handbook. Student! Ii\ ing
on campus should not lose hope of relieving their
stress through pet ownership, however, as studies
also have shown even that watching a fish swimming in an aquarium reclines sin-.', levels. The
cost of owning a fish is fairly moderate, as one
can purchase a fish and the equipment necessary for its care for around $20 to $30.
For those students willing to take on the
responsibility of owning an animal other than
fish, the commitment appears to be much
greater. The first step would be finding a
^e to live that allows pets. Hunter's
ge, Forrest Hills, The Commons. South
View and Stone Gate all are among the
residences that do not allow pets. For
those that do, a deposit usually is
required.

Story by contributing writer Kate Throo
Photos by photo editor Laura Dean
Photo illustrations by
art director Jessica Taytor

Ashby Crossing recently started allowing pets in its apartments There
is a $200 deposit required — $100 of which will be returned, as long as
nothing is damaged in the apartment — and an additional $15 per month
added to the normal rent. There is a restriction that the pet must be under
40 pounds, and that no puppies are allowed. Also, no breeds of dog that
are considered
con
.iri'
dangerous, such as pit bulls, are allowed.
unChase and Squire Hill also allow pets. In SunChase, a $150
deposit is required, $100 of which will be returned with the
apartment if nothing is damaged. There also is an extra $15 a
month added to rent. Dogs at SunChase must be at least 1-yearold, and no domineering breeds are accepted, including Rottweilers,
Doberman pinschers, chows, American pit bull terriors and boxers. All
roommates must sign a paper agreeing to have a pet as well. Squire
Hill has no extra pet rent and no restriction on breed, size or age. There
is a $200 non-refundable fee, however.
Pheasant Run and Olde Mill Village also have similar standpoints regarding pets. Olde Mill allows small dogs, as long as they are not puppies, and
other pets, with an extra $40 pet rent per month. A $150 deposit also is
required. Pet ownership at Pheasant Run is allowed, as long as a pet agreement form is signed and a $295 deposit is made for each pet, $45 of which
is kept at the end of the lease to pay for flea treatment of the apartment.
Students who own large pets, such as certain breeds of cats and dogs,
also may choose to live off campus in houses, although owning a
pet usually first must be negotiated with the landlord.
Sometimes a student must be willing to be daring when owning
a pet. Senior Dena Kubich owns a red-cared slider turtle named
Jag. "The turtle is a lot of work because I have to clean his cage
at least once a week, and he needs to be fed three to lour times
a day," Kubich said. Kubich also noted that the turtle's water
needs to be kept at a constant temperature because, if it isn't,
the turtle can asperate and go into shock, which happened to
her turtle last week. "I was cleaning Jag's tank and 1 gave him
much warmer water than he is used to," Kubich said. "I
plugged in his filter and turned around, and he was on his
back, not moving on the bottom of the cage." Kubich then
quickly took him out and began to blow in his mouth to
revive him. After he had been revived and began to cough
and spit up water, she called the vet, who told her what
had happened. Kubich had to keep Jag in a quiet dark
place for it to come out of shock.
There are many costs that come along with the care and
ownership of pets. It cost Derenouard $25 to adopt Bailey, and
an additional $50 for the necessary shots. The initial veterinary exam could cost from $25 to $50, vaccinations $25 to
$50, food $20 to $30 per month, and various other
expenses such as a lease, license, cage and toys all can
add up to about $200.
espite the expenses and relative hassles that come
along with owning a pet at
college, the students who
do say that it has enriched their
experiences. It most likely
would brighten anyone's day
to come home to a loyal
friend who always will
be waiting.
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REGENT UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION
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THE ARTS

This isn't Hollywood and this isn't New York. But with God, unlikely
people from unlikely places unite to release the power to change
the world forever.
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Since the beginning of time, the light of truth has been
preserved and passed from one generation to the next
through the telling of stories encircled around the flickering
fire. Today, there is power in the telling of stories as we
gather around the flickering images of the screen.
Regent University's Cinema and Television departments are
dedicated to graduating trained professionals whose skills qualify
them to become leaders in the entertainment media. Regent
students have won more than 100 national and international
awards for cinema and television, including nine Student
Academy Awards and 12 CINE awards.
FIELDS OF EMPHASIS:
• Directing
• Editing
• Script & Screenwriting
• Critical Studies
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ri*it www.regent.edu communication
■ •' . .ill SSK
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• Producing
• Animation/
Digital Imaging

*Preview Weekend
October 30 - November 1, 2003 and
March 18-20, 2004.

REGENT
UNIVERSITY
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"It's important that our...
community [has] ways of ... appreciating
the Latino culture."

* No sour notes about it

STYLE

JMU Opera brings flavor
to campus with two oneact plays this weekend.
M« story below
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JON MEYER

manager, Court Square Theater
mitwypiit 16

rias

bound

JMU Opera raises curtain
BY EMMA SHANNON

contributing writer

KYRA PAPAHL/imta photographer

Student actors perform In "Trial by Jury," one of two one-act opera* playing
this weekend by JMU Opera. For ticket* call x8-70OO.

Forget "General Hospital." No one
cares about "Days of Our Lives." The
only worthwhile "operas" are coming
to JMU this weekend. Many of JMU's
singers and performers have collaborated to bring opera to Harrisonburg.
"|The operas are) sung in English,
nobody dies, and there aren't any fat
ladies with homs on their heads,"
said sophomore Tripper Ryder, a performer in both operas.
The first of the operas, "Yonder
Mountain," is set in the Appalachian
Mountains of Virginia. The story tells of
a beautiful young girl, Ada, who is
forced to live in a tree house by her
father, a preacher. Hoping to protect his
daughter from ill-favored suitors, the
father imprisons Ada in a tree house
until she's ready to marry. The opera
continues as Flora, a half-human, halfhawk, attempts to lure Ada from her
tree house. Ada remains there until her
father convinces a soldier, Gabriel, to
propose. However, Yonder Mountain
concludes with a very surprising, soap
opera-esque turn. Composer John
Knimich, a Virginian, devised the tale
from songs by celebrated folk song composer John Jacob NUes.
The second opera showing this

weekend, 'Trial by Jury," nans in a similar soap opera-like vein. Think Judge
Judy goes on "Jerry Springer" with the
cast of "Melrosc Place." Set in a courtroom, Angelina sues her ftand Edwin
for refusing to marry her. Junior Justin
Leighty, who plays the part of Angelina's
counsel calls the opera "a unique experience and very funny."
Leighty is enjoying performing in
his first Gilbert and Sullivan production. Sir William Gilbert and Sir Arthur
Sullivan were 19th-century collaborators on a number of comical operas,
which featured Sullivan composing the
music and Gilbert acting as his librettist.
"Yonder Mountain" and "Trial by
Jury" make an interesting double bill,
Ryder said. "The contrasting styles of
Appalachian fairy talc and British
slapstick give the audience a fun two
hours of light opera," he said.
The back-to-back performances of
"Yonder Mountain" and "Trial by
Jury" are tonight and Friday at 8 p.m.
"Yonder Mountain" also is being performed at 3 p.m. Saturday. The
Sunday matinee performance at 3
p.m. will be "Trial by Jury."
All performances will be held at
Wilson Hall Auditorium, where tickets can be purchased at the door or by
calling X8-7U0O. Admission is $8 for
the general public and $6 for students.

Open 24-SEV

Off suspension
Illusionist David Blaine, a
New Yorker, was hospitalized
Monday after starving himself
for 44 day* in a traasparent box
suspended in the air above the
Thames River in London. After
consuming only water during
his entire escapade, Blaine, 30, is
experiencing muscle wastage
and disorientation, and he now
may be at a serious risk for eating disorders, according to an
article on witnv.yalHxt.com.
Blane said he believed he
would reach a higher spiritual
state, and that living without food
and human contact will lead to
"the purest state you can be in,"
according to wwuuhannelfbur.com.
He also said he was motivated by
pushing perceived boundaries.
The public had a mixed reaction to the stunt — some people
praised
his stamina and
endurance, whik* others felt he
was insulting the hungry people
of the world. While hanging from
a crane near the Tower Bridge, a
quarter of a million people visited
Hl.une's box, according to the
Yahoo article. A group of people,
known as BLiine-baiters, harassed
the illusionist by trying to cut off
his water supply, thnrwing golf
balls at him, and even taunting
him with a cheeseburger dangling
from a helicopter. Tom binders, a
medical and nutritional expert at
Kin$p> College in 1 <ondon, said that
Blaine had pushed his body to the
limit, and another week might
have killed him

Peas in an iPOD

phnin courtesy ol 111

Allen Ant Farm will open for 311 tomorrow nljht at the JMU
Convocation Center. Tickets are available for the 8 p.m. show.

311 descends on
JMU Friday night
KRISTY NKXHXW/ttklordrnT

BY CHERYL LOCK

senior writer

Although one week remains
until Halloween, a haunting
silence will clothe the campus
tomorrow evening when
droves of rock lovers flock to
the Convocation Center to see
the demigods of 311.
Nick Hexum (vocals and
guitarl, Tim Mahoney (lead
guitar), Chad Sexton (drums
and percussion), P-Nut (bass)
and Douglas Martinez (vocals),
who make up 311, use elements
of multiple styles in their music,
including punk, reggae and
rap, according to senior Justin
Housenger. "I guess what I like
about them so much is that they
take elements of so many different styles," Housenger said.
"[You| can't say that about too
many bands."
According to senior Jeff
Williams, one of the best elements of the band is the way
it is so versatile. "They can be
mellow and chill or they can
be upbeat and energetic," he
said. "I think they have a real
original sound, so it would
be hard to compare them to
other groups."
It seems that the members
of 311 are no strangers to performing live and pleasing their
audience. "They put on the
most entertaining and exciting

-6 6
They put on the most
entertaining and
exciting concerts I
have ever been to.
— Lisa Thomas
senior
concerts I have ever been to,"
senior Lisa Thomas said. "This
concert will be my third, and
each is different.
"The group, as a whole,
seems to work well together,"
Thomas added, "and the result
of their teamwork is phenomenal. I am never disappointed."
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Convocation
Center, and Alien Ant Farm
will be opening. Tickets still
are available and can be purchased at the Warren Hall Box
Office lor S24 with a JAC card.
There is a maximum of two
tickets that can be sold to one
student. Tickets are $2V for the
general public.
Tickets also can be purchased at Plan M Music and
online at wivwmusictoday.com.
For more information on 311
visit its official Web site,
wu *n con

New Movies:
T

'^>

Oct. 23 through 30

Compile J b\ Kin
I

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
• "Terminator 3"
• "Bad Boys ?'
Rsgal Cinemas.
•"ScaryMovie 3"

SEV, a band Including JMU alumni, performed Tuesday night at Malnatreet Bar and
Grill. Opening for SEV was Strawman. SEV Is best known for their song "Same Old
Song," which aired In a recent Pepsi Blue commercials.

Apple launched a new version of its online iTunes Music
store Oct. 16, which allows personal computer and Macintosh
users to downkwd songs. Apple
also stated that it will be partnering with America Online, which
will give AOL members easier
access to the iTunes store. The
online music store has over
400.000 songs in its catalog, all of
which can be purchased for 99
cents and stored on an IPOD
AOL Chief Exectuive Officer
Jonathan Miller stated in an Oct.
210 article from the [University of]
Michigan Daily that bringing
Appk* and AOL together will
enable customers to have the most
complete online digital music
experience possible. Apple now
will be competing directly with
other online music companies that
sell to Windows-based users, such
as www.BuyMuiic.com
and
Rhapsody Digital Music Service.
— complied by Kira Cotvin

review
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Not just another novel-turned-blockbuster
'Runaway Jury' all-star cast, dramatic camera shots keep viewers wanting more
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE

senior writer

It might seem like the same
old thing to make a John
Grisham novel into a movie, but
an all-star cast and outstanding
directing by Gary Fleder ("Don't
Say a Word") makes "Runaway
Jury" anything but ordinary.
"Runaway Jury," as a
movie, is quite different from
the story Grisham tells in hll
book. In the film, a jury decides
a case of a widow suing a gun
manufacturer for indirectly
supplying the gun that a disgruntled ex-employee used to
kill her stockbroker husband,
instead of deciding a case
against a tobacco company.
John Cusack ("Identity"!

"RUNAWAY JURY"
STARRING:
JOHN CUSACK,
GENE HACKMAN
AND DUSTIN HOFFMAN
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
127 MINUTES

plays Nick Easter, a juror who is
instrumental in a plot with his
girlfriend Marlee (Rachel Weisz,
"Confidence") to attempt to
swing the verdict in the case.
Marlee attempts to bribe
the top-notch, shady jury consultant for the gun company.

Rankin Fitch (Gene Hackman,
"Behind Enemy Lines"), and
the idealistic attorney for the
widow, Wendall Rohr (Dustin
Hoffman, "Confidence").
The plot, and especially the
conclusion, is very heavyhanded in that it is unabashedly pro-gun enforcement. A trite
shot snowing children playing, laughing, and being carefree suggests that holding gun
companies responsible for
murders committed by others
will keep the children of the
world safe from harm
However, the movie is salvaged and made entertaining
and interesting by the combination of strong performances by the actors and actresses.
Hackman and Hoffman both

are passionate and convincing in their contrasting roles.
Hackman, dressed in the
finest pinstriped black suits,
portrays a greedy, unethical
snoop with ample prowess.
Hoffman, often seen spilling
see JURY, page 18
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Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Dave's Tavema
- Toronto group The New Deal wf.
play Itve electronic music Tuesday and
Wednesday at 10 p.m. There is no
charge. For more Information visit
www. (nenewdee/ com.

• EMU Layman Auditorium
- The Valaam Monestary Russian
choir wW perform a free concert
Saturday at 7 p m Donations will benefit
the monestary. For more Information cafl
Fr John Moses at 887-8280.

• Alston's Pub
- Country singer Dlerks Benttoy will
peform Friday and Jamie O'Neil win perform Saturday Both shows are at 9 p m
Doors open at 630 p.m. and tickets are
$17. For more information call 432-0610
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Dusting off books of 'Dark Ages'
•Novel 'Grimus' rough, reflective read for Rushdie devotees
Tho first Hme I came MIOH
Salman Kushdii'. if mv memory dutiful]] serves, had to
have been sometime during
middle KhooL I his was during the period of my youth
M hen books were the furthest
things from my mind — a
time I, halt-jokingly, refer to as
the Dark Ages.
Whenever I'd walk into the
storage room, I'd see high on
a shelf a thick hardback book
with the title "The Satanic
Verses' written in ancient
script on the spine.
Was this some secret book of
the occult? Had I stumbled on
some illicit partnership between
my parents and the homed,
spike-tailed fallen angel himself?
It's a shame that so much of our
juvenile imaginings rum out to
Mve tin stalt-a ot explanations.
1 quickly found from my
father that "The Satanic
Verses" was no collection of
conjuring spells or wicked
.ursi-s hut merely a novel he
never had gotten amund to
reading. Ho-hum and back to
comic b«M>ks I went
It onlv was after discovering
the controversy behind the
novel in high school that 1 finall\ sjt down to read it. Since
then ivc reed every single

arcs, events and heavy-handed
questions are resolved at random; the reader gets the sense
that Rushdie, not knowing what
to do once his novel had to come
to a dose, merely chose the easiest and first — way out
If there were anyone out
there looking for a new read,
they would do well to stay
away from Rushdie's introby aanior writer
ductory work.
If there is a method to the
litcr.irv madness of "Grimus,"
Flapping Eagle, at the apex of it is that the novel provide-. .1
his emotional trauma, finds study for scholars and apprchimself washed ashore on the ciators of Rushdie. In the
nusterious Calf Island.
pages of his first novel, readIt is there that he meets an ers get a feel for the larger
eclectic cast of characters, both themes of exile and metamorhuman and other-dimensional, phosis that are to come to the
including his appnipriatelv forefmnt in the author's later
named mentor and guide, Virgil — and better — works like
(ones, and a bevy of prostitutes "The Ground Beneath Her
with suggestive names like Peat" and the aforementioned
Kameia Sutra, "Boom-Boom" "The Satanic Varaei
de Sade and Le Kok Fook.
With someone as verbally
Whatever the cost, Flapping witty and linguistically serene
Eagle ascends Calf Mountain in as Rushdie, there is technical
an attempt to regain his mortali- ly no such thing as a bad
ty, not nalizing that he is the cat- book. While "Grimus' the
alyst for the mountain s survival inn el is ,1 le— th.in lavon
or destruction.
read, "Grimus" the first work
"Grimus" is a mixture of the by Rushdie is an interesting,
science fiction and fantasy genres reflective bookend for those
that, in its final stages, descends of us devoted to his more
into jumbled clumps. Character famous works.

Zak Salih

work by Rushdie. If all readers
have some literary master they
crawl to on hands and knees in
worship, then for better or
worse. Rushdie is mine.
Thus, it was with great surprise and joy (hat I came across
his first novel, "Grimus,"
recently republished after
w irs m abysmal abandonment by critics, readers and
even the author himself.
"Grimus" is, first and foremost, a mess. The story centers
on the wanderings of Flapping
Eagle, a Native American living in a secluded community
tin top of a plateau who, given
the gift and curse of immortality, spends the next 750 years
nt his life wandering the
world. Vet. as it often does tor
immortals, life gets old and

Film Festival puts South America on screen
BY BVAN HALL

contributing writer
\lo\ legoers who are looking to rum up
tin heat this fall should head south of the
or .it le.ist go downtown. The Arts
Council of the Valley will warm up the
screen with the first annual I atino Film
Festival, beginning tonight at Court Square
Theater in dountown Harrisonburg.
Hie festival will feature four feature-length
films fn»m Spanish-speaking countries in an
effort to hnng more-appealing entertainment
to the large Latino community within the
Harrisonburg area, according to Jon Meyer,
Court square Theater manager. "With such a
large Latino community in town, it's important that our non-latino patrons and community have ways of learning more' about and

appreciating the latino culture, \1cvei said
The idea for the festival originated from
foreign language professor Karina KlineGabel, a member of the Arts Council of the
Valley and chair of Court Square Theater s
Independent and Foreign Film Committee
I he festival serves as a way to bring more
diverse events to this area, according to
Kline-Gabel.
"We're in our first year and hope to make
this an annual event," kline-Gabel said. "Next
year. I'd like to include more films, and also a
short documentary film contest for local youth
focusing on diversity in our community'"
The four films presented in this year s
festival were chosen by Kline-Gabel, based
on their varied content and geographical
set FILM, page 18

Latino Film Festival
Court Square Theater
Today (7 and 9 p.m.)
"La Fuga" ("Tha Escape")
Rated: R
Oct 24 and 25 (7 and 9 p.m)
"Hable Con Ella" ("Talk to Her")
Rated: R
31 and Nov.1 (7 and 9 p.m.)
"El Crimon del Padre Amaro"
Rated: R
Nov. 2 (« and 7 p.m)
> San Pancho"
atod:G

Put women on bagels:
proposing a new theory
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

senior writer
Men have been fascinated
with women since the dawn of
time. Things were much easier
back then. Nowadays, it would
be judged a serious social faux
pas to grunt at a woman and
drag her bat k to your cave. Men
have been forced to become
more understanding with their
romancing tactics.
"Men are from Mars. Women
.lie fnim Venus" is a book that
has been hailed by many as a
relationship bible. In his book,
John (.r.u tnis to provide some
answers to common problems
the sexes lace. "Men mistakenly
expect women to think, communicate and read .is men do... as
a result, our relationships are
filled with unnecessary friction
and conflict," Gray wrote.
During a telephone call last
year with a girl I was courting,
1 experienced something of an
epiphany ... or, maybe I was
just hungry. Nevertheless, my
realization helped explain how
men and women approach
relationships differently.
To men, women are like
cream cheese. As unflattering as
that sounds, bear with me. A
man approaches his relationship with a woman much in the
same way he enjoys this popular breakfast spread.
The man, kxiking for something to spice up the monotony
of his everyday existence, reaches tor this creamy topping to add
some pizzazz to his social life
He enjoys the cream cheese for a
while, but soon becomes bored
and considers other options
The sugary, sweet jelly is a frequent temptress. Some men even

enjoy cream cheese and jelly
together. This complicates things
and, for the sake of this analogy, I
will not address the issue of two
spreads — or women — at once.
Choosing to move on, the
man carefully selectsa Tupperware
container for the cream cheese,
and it gets pushed to the back of
the refrigerator. The man experiments with other relationships,
trying to find a perfect match
Then one day, the man remembers the joys of yesteryear —
waking up and enjoying the
ingredient that makes cheesecake
so glorious. He returns for the
cream cheese, reminding himself
it was fresh last time he used it.
Much to the man's dismay,
when he opens the long-lost
Tupperware, he discovers that
the cream cheese has spoiled.
The man expected the feelings
the woman once had for him
always to be there. In reality, the
woman's feelings changed, just
like the cream cheese changed
Moving out of the dairy section and back to reality, one of the
reasons this concept is so hard for
men to grasp is because a much
different phenomenon takes
place within the psyche of the
mixlem male. He, on the other
hand, is not like cream cheese.
The male is like the quintessential
little black dress — timeless.
I ask that the men reading
this column side step their
machismo and hang in there
until the end. After a long day of
shopping around the strip mall
that represents our lives, the
woman finally sets her eyes
upon what she sees as the perfect dress. She is very proud of
her latest find, and soon her
*x SEX. page 18

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM. MS
Donna L. Schminkey. CNM, MPH
Ann M Schaeffer. CNM. MED

Snenandoan,
Profcumud Can with > Prraonal Tow*

Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

434 - 2515

You'll be the first thing she sees
when she wakes up...

Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part lime positions available

Advertise with The Breeze
540.568.6127

www.thebreeze.org

the_breeze@jmu.edu

What runs in the UREC family?

Love.

jffl.%
■WW

Come work where everybody
knows your name.

—if
Marketing Assistants
Intramural Site Managers
Equipment Center Assistants

Adventure Trip Leaders
Personal Trainers
Fitness InstVuctors

Team Facilitators
Lifeguards
EMTs

r

UREC is NOW HIRING.
^c £f^
Pick up an application at the
UREC Welcome Center or at
f.Vt'A i»n«ti
www.jmu.edu/recreation
All Applications are due Friday Oct. 24, 2003
i
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Iii Need of Housing?
« (ii i>\\ I I I

B\NKI K
< < >MMI Kl I.M

FUNKHOUSF.R
REALTORS'

found an ad
Cor RiK Menawaar,
priority ovartiaia for hi a
workshop.

We ofl'cr the largest selection
of oil campus bousing to meet
your specific needs.

Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters Ridge Townhomes
2.3,4 & 5 Bedrooms 1.2,34 4 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
Unique floor plan complete
and convenient location.
with two separate living rooms.

Mountain View
4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

to taad,
o rind a bulk
, which ha did.
Braeza for Larger
a anawarad

4 Bedrooms ■
Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1,2 & 4 Bedrooms
Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad

2 8 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar Across
from JMU Quad

Madison Terrace
1.2 & 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

For whatever you're selling, we've got a customer.
Hit your target market through Breeze advertising.
Call (540)568-6127 for more info.

TODAY!
Study Abroad In Beijing,
China for Summer
2004!!!
(Program Dates: June 14-July 13)

0

6 CREDIT HOURS
AVAILABLE IN
LANGUAGE AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
0
LEARN ABOUT
THE DETAILS AT
THE INFORMATION
SESSION: OCTOBER
23P° FROM 3-4 PM
AND 6-9 PM IN
TAYLOR 305

Madison Square

0

PROGRAM LED BY
JMU PROFESSOR
PING WANG OF THE
COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS
0

CONTACT:
WANGPX@JMU.EDU

568-3055

For more information consult The Breeze and the International
Programs website (www.imu.edu/intemationall after spring break

5 Bedrooms Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus
W/D & walkout basement

COLDWni.l.
BANKIR
COMMIKt I VI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

4 Bedrooms •
Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info(«)cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150

vv vv vv. o II c a m p n s li o n s i n g. c o in
O2003 Cort—I B»**m Commioai FunMnouwr B— Bon Coklwii bnMi Common*) • ■
tonwd watwwh oi tr» com— Ban—« B—i Emtt Coipooon E«cn Offw m ma—*otn»y
Owwa«yWOp—H<l An Equal Opportunity EmpWyi Equal Ho«*w>9Opportunity
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SEX: Women want change, yet familiarity
SEX, from page 16
friends see her wearing it
almost all the time.
Well, like the attention
span of a 6-year-old on a car
trip to Disney World, the
woman's interest wanes. Once
again, she returns to the shopping mall to see what she may
have missed the first time
around. Time passes, as it has
a tendency to do, and the
woman goes through a number of different styles and colors of dresses.
There is the smooth-talking, cool-customer red dress,
the slinky dress with the
dashing demeanor, the puffy
aquamarine dress — that no
one understands why she
bought — and the skimpy

'Echoes' directed to
cutting edge heights
BY BECKY BRAUN

comhbuint; writer
Recordings from rock bands
such as Radiohead and the
Smashing Pumpkins, where
each album is a separate work
of art that signifies the band's
logical progression as artists,
are far from the spectrum of
music of The Rapture in its
third album, "hchoes."
"Echoes" ranges from Led
Zeppelin-influenced ballads to
minimal electronic garage rock
to dance tracks with cowbells.
Each song sounds like it is
from a different record at a different time in the band's artistic progression.
The Rapture definitely has
taken a new direction from its
last two albums, "Mirror" and
"Out of the Races and Onto the
Tracks." Both were angular,
post-punk efforts with howling
vocals and hints of danceability.
Uul. this album is less conceptual and more listener friendly
because it is not .is experimental and more constructed.
The vocals still are screeching,
with the exception of "Open Up
Your Heart" and 'Infatuation."
during which lead vocalist Luke
lenner attempts at traditional
"singing.'' Bands like Hot Hot
Heat have similar vocals with
voice inflection that some may
classify as an acquired taste.
"Heaven." "The Coming of
Spring" and title track "Echoes"
are classic Rapture tracks —
grating rock influenced by Gang
of 4. MC5. The Clash and other
1970s garage rock bands.
But, "Echoes" has a twist
that makes sure it doesn't get
grouped in with the popgarage-rock explosion that
MtMM The Hives, The Vines,

The White Stripes, The
Strokes and any other "The
" band. The Rapture bring
in saxophone and reverb and
focuses on keyboards to add a
feel that even causes people
who think they are too cool
for dancing to dance.
In addition, Ryan Schreiber
of mrw.PitchforkMtdiaam. a
music Web site, said, "The
Rapture are only one of about
lftOOO bands ushering |what
has] gotten labeled 'dance
punk,' but it's important to note
that they were among the first."
"House of Jealous lovers,"
which has been out on vinyl for
over six months as a single, is
one of the catchiest tracks on the
album, mostly because of the
cowbell. Now that the song is
out on a full-track disc, it will be
a must at dance clubs and house
parties all over the country.
The Rapture's songs feature
extremely minimal ekctronics
made with standard keyboards.
When combined with funky
bass lines and a few effects,
these are still songs to which one
can dance The Rapture recently
has received flack for signing
with Universal Records, but it
shouldn't be overlooked that it
still is working closely with
indie label UFA Records After
hearing the diverse sound and
composition of "Echoes," it's
diffkult to say it has sold out.
This record has the heart
and feel of an indie band — no
overproduction.
For more information about
The Rapture's releases, visit
www lherapluremuiic.com.
Songs by The Rapture can be
requested on JMU's studentrun radio station. WX|M 88.7
FM. and the album can be purchased at Plan 9 Music

one-strap, just begging for a
good time dress.
One day, frustrated with
her wardrobe, the woman
approaches her closet and,
after a furious search, she
finds her little black dress. She
smiles and remembers the
good times the two of them
shared and casually slips into
its reassuring fit. She smiles
and proudly strides out to
face the world.
Men are like that little
black dress because, if they
had feelings for a woman
once, his feelings lie in the
back of her closet — like the
little black number does —
awaiting their chance to be
plucked out of the pile.
When the woman's affec-

tion shines on him, all of
the man's feelings come
rushing out. It is almost as
if nothing changed.
"The generalization is that
women are feelers and men
are thinkers," said Celeste
Thomas of the Counseling and
Student Development Center.
"If (women) are not feeling their feelings being reciprocated, they have tendency
to move on."
When men put a relationship on the back burner, a
women is hurt and, as a result
of being hurt, they are less
likely to return in the future,
according to Thomas.
"It is the communication
style that makes it appear
the woman is moving on,"

Thomas said.
The black dress analogy
helps to explain how men
and women perceive their
relationships and handle
emotions from past relationships differently — as disparate as cream cheese and a
black dress.
This insight into the
mind-set of a male helps to
explain why men are so confused and disappointed when
trying to return to an old
girlfriend who has moved on.
This also helps to alleviate a
woman's bewilderment when
she receives three phone calls
from three different guys —
usually around Valentine's Day
— asking for one more chance
on the bagel of our lives.

JURY: Courting viewers FILM: Organizers turn
with fast-paced spy plot lens to South America
JURY, from page 15
on his second-rate suits,
plays the idealism of his
character with a vulnerability that makes Rohr a
believable and more-sympathetic character. Hoffman
makes the audience believe
that he is human, and that
the choice between right
and wrong is not an easy
one for him to make.
Cusack also is convincing as the likable protagonist, which is essential, as
he must become the man his
jurors follow and trust. He
plays innocence and trustworthiness with ease, as he
does in many of his films,
such as "Serendipity."
Weisz's performance as
the con-artist who puts the
bid out on the jury for this
trial is commendable, as she
shows steely determination
and yet a touch of fear and
weakness that makes her
human, and suggests that
ihrrr is more to her character than meets the eye.
What makes this movie
worth paying the exorbitant price for tickets, however, is the directing and

cinematography.
Fleder uses fast-paced
editing and sharp, quick
cuts throughout the movie
to make it more suspenseful and tense.
Throughout the film, the
jury is spied upon by Fitch's
henchmen, and many photographs and videos are
taken of the jurors.
Fleder uses this in making the film by showing different shots through the
lens of a camera or frozen
in the form of a still photograph. This technique demonstrates the voyeuristic, creepy
practices going on behind
the scenes in the legal system in the story.
The use of dramatic camera shots, like still photographs, and the contributions of superb actors and
actresses make "Runaway
Jury" more than just a film
about the evil of guns.
Despite the fact that the
movie is — at times — overbearing in its message,
"Runaway Jury" is a wellcrafted, visually striking film
that is worth paying the
price to see on the big screen.

HIM, from page 16
location. Showing first is "lit
Fuga" ("The Escape"), a film
from Argentina about several
inmates who managed to escape
from the National Penitentiary
in Buenos Aires in 1928. according to the official Latino Film
Festival Web site, wwwhanskline com/IffJilm.
The film narrates the fate of
each of these runaways in search
of their destiny. This film was the
winner of Spain's 2002 Goya
award — Spain's version of the
Oscar—for Best Picture. The film
is rated "R." and its running time
is about 2 hours.
The second film, "Habla Con
Ella" ("Talk To Her"), directed
by Pedro Almodovar, was the
2003 Academy Award Winner
for Best Foreign Language Film.
"'Talk to Her' combines
improbable melodrama —
gored bullfighters, comatose
ballerinas — with subtly kinky
bedside vigils and sensational
denouements and yet, at the
end, we (the audience) are
undeniably touched," according to Roger Ebert of the
Chicago Sun Times. The film is
rated "R," and the running time
is 1 hour 52 minutes.

"H Crimen del Padre Amaro"
("The Crime of Father Amaro") is
a controversial drama that was a
box office smash in Mexico,
according to Kline-Cabel.
The film tells the story of a
young priest who succumbs to
temptation and corruption and
stars actor C.ael Carcia Bemal ("Y
Tu Mama Tambien.") The film is
rated "R," and the running time
is 1 hour 59 minutes.
"AHefco San Pancho" ("Never
Too You.-ig to Dream") is a family
film from Mexico about a group of
kids who start up a soccer team,
despite the principal's dissaproval
and other various obstacles. The
film is rated "G," and runs for 1
hour and 41 minutes.
The festival may encourage
viewers to learn about a culture
that may be unfamiliar, yet surrounds them here in Ibrrisonburg,
acci>rding to Meyer.
"I believe [the Latino Film
Festivall is a great way to include
Uie (Ml) community in the
broader Harrisonburg community," Meyer said.
Latino Film Festival tickets
are $5 for adults and $3 for students, per show. Tickets can
only be purchased on the day
of the show.

Hemp Supplies
"a unique & exerting store"
f^
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Just arrived...
A beautiful, new selection of

TOUCH

Handmade Paper Journals
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Lampshades *
rom
*
,
Nepal!
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tricked out casuals
for the late nights

*

at the library.

*

66 £ Market St * Houre Wed. Thurt 2-7; Fri, Sat 11-7; Closed Sun, Mott Tu*« • 432-1*941
Tapestries

serious boots

Driver Improvement Clinic

for slogging to that
early morning class

Gardner Plus, LLC

in the rain.

• Registration for class by telephone
• Recieve your certificate the same day you take the class
• Student is registered directly into the DMV computer
"with points" same day as class, via Extranet
• DMV Certified/National Safety Council Training Agency
• Easy accessibility to campus

the tall and short of

540-246-2475

for the fall evenings
of rush parties
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Win 25,000
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Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In.
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
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COLLEGE CA$H
Present this coupon
to your nuarest RACK ROOM SHOES
along with your college ID to receive

One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law. business, graduate, medical or dental school.
To enter, visit www.kapteat.com/25k by October 31. 2003.
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SAVE $5 off your total Rack Room purchase of $25 OR MORE
SAVE $10 off your total Rack Room purchase of $50 OR MORE
NO EXCLUSIONS
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check out additional styles and store locations at
rackroomshoes.com
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"I don't know if [the College of
William & Mary was) playing a
perfect game against us. but they
were close."

FOOTBALL
FDR THIS'
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SPORTS

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

FOOTBALL

JMU seeking third win in a row
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of the
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Maine enters Saturday tied with Dukes in standings

E

E
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Offensive Player of the Week
University of Delaware
quarterback Andy Hall was
voted A-10 offensive player for
the second time this year after
he completed 16 out Of 22 passes for 153, while racking up
four touchdowns in the Blue
Hens' 55-10 Homecoming victorv Over the University of
Rhode Island Hall also rushed
the ball siv times (or 71 yards.

BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
Standing strong with a 4^ overall record (3-2 in the
Atlantic 10 Conference),
|MU enters Saturday's game
against the Univcr-atv oi
Maine riding on ■ two-game
winning streak.
Last weekend, the Dukes
defeated theCollege of William
& Mary, 24-17, in VVUUamsburg,
building off the strong
Homecoming win it had the
prvviiuis WMkmd over the
University of Richmond.
JMU earned the sevenpoint win, despite not playing nearly as well as coach
Mickey Matthews would
have liked
"I think we played harder
against Villanova [Universitv
Oct. 4|," Matthews said. "I
think we played smarter ...
[but,) I think any road
win is big."
Red-shirt freshmen tailbacks Alvin Banks and
Maurice Fenner combined
for 213 yards rushing and
two touchdowns to help
lead the Dukes to the conference victory.
"There was a lot of little
things that I didn't do, that if
I would have done, (then) I
would have had over 200
yards," Banks said.
On the other side of the
ball, JMU was able to minimize the Tribe's running
game and mobile quarterback Lang Campbell (35
rushing yanls) to a combined
114 yards on the ground.
Matthews said that he
thinks the best defense
against Campbell is to have

\8tf$!si5(£&lQ

Defensive Player of the Week
Delaware defensive end
Shawn Johnson tallied seven tackles, three for a loss, during
Delaware's win over Rhode
Island. The senior recorded a sack,
a forced fumble and had a fumble
recovery. Four of his tackles were
unassisted, and it was his fifth
consecutive game with a sack.
Rookies of the Week
Red-shirt freshman running back Alvin [tanks carried
the ball 32 times for 138 yards
in James Madison University's
24-17 win over the College of
William & Mary. Banks caught
three balls for 24 yards, also.
University of Massachusetts'
defensive back James Ihedigbo
picked off a pass with *4 seconds
remaining in the fourth quarter
to put away Hofstra University
27-22. His interception was his
second of the game. Ihedigbo
also collected seven tackles.
FiLEPwrnv/),,*, Mm
Red-shirt freshman running back Alvin Banks (above) has helped provide a strong running game for the Dukes who have
won two games In a row. They enter Saturday's game against the University of Maine In hopes of a third-straight win.

him standing on the sidelines,
and that's why JMU tried to
run the ball more — to contn»l
the rime of possession.
That strategy worked to
some extent as Campbell
and the Tribe still managed
to burn the Dukes' defensive
backs for 258 passing vards

"1 don't know if (William
it Mary was) playing a perfect game against us, but
they were close," Matthews
said. "Anytime you can play
that long and not turn the
ball over and have no major
penalties, it's difficult to beat

some one like that"

- MEN'S GOLF -

With the win last weekend, there is a buzz going
around the team of trying
to go undefeated the rest of
the season.
Dropping two conference
games to Villanova and the
University of Massachusetts,
the Dukes lost a little confi-

dence, but Matthews said
that the last two victories
really have put the wind
back in the sails of the team.
To make the postseason a
possibility and win out the
rest of the games on the
set DUKES, page 20

Special Teams Player of the
Week
Northeastern Universitv
return man Quintin Mitchell had
a kickoff return of 70 yards and a
punt return of 30 yards, both setting up touchdowns in the
Huskies' 20-14 Homecoming
victory against the University of
Maine The junior netted 128
return yards on the day.
^-from staff reports

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Woodson Bowden 'the greatest' coach ever
shoots 66,
leads JMU Florida State's football coach earns 338 Division I-A wins
The Dukes finished 11th
overall at the Coca-Cola
Tournament ol Champions in
Knoxville. Tenn., Tuesday at the
Holston Hills Country Club
with a score ol 882.
Senior Jay Woodson placed
fourth on the par 72 course, finishing with a three-round score
of 71-66-70-207. Woodson was
one of 18 players to finish under
par, and his tournament total
was the second-best 54-hole
score in Dukes' history. The second round, 66, for Woodson tied
his career-low.
Sophomore Dennis Cosier
finished the tournament tied
for 35th, while junior Barry
Londeree tied for 44th (.osier
shot a 75-73-74-222 and
I ondtBM compiled ■ three
round score of 76-74-73-223.
The tournament consisted of
seven teams that played in OHpostseason last year, including the
University of Tennessee, Auburn
University, Vanderbilt University
and (ieorgia Southern University.
Vanderbilt (286-284-279849) won the team tournament
by five strokes over the
Swedish lunior National Team
that finished In second place
with a combined score of 854.
Tennessee finished third with
a score of 856, Georgia Southern
was the fourth place finisher,
and I'epperdine
Unlvenlt)
came in fifth with a combined
siore of 870. tieorgi.i
Southern's Aaron Price earned
medalist honors with I threeround score of 203.
The Dukes will complete its
fall portion of the schedule in
play Sunday and Monday at
the Hoya Invitational on the
Lansdowne
Resort
Coif
Course in l.eesburg
— from staff reports

BY MIKI: BIANCHI

The Orlando Sentinel
Bobby Bowden is not a
greater leader ot \oung men
than Joe Patemo.
Hi' is not a greater teacher
or academician.

The library at Florida State
University does not have his
name on it
Hut let there be no debate:
Bobby Bowden is a greater football coach than Joe Pah-mo In
fact. Bowden is greater tlun
Patemo, Bear Bryant. Pop
Warner. Amos Alon/o Stagg
and all the rest. He is the gn-atiM
colk-gv football coach who ever
has lived Period.
The mm we bring this
up is because Bobby and
Patemo - the septuagenarian swamis ol college football
— are tied for the most
Division I-A victoria with
338, and there is an ongoing
controversy about who is the
greater loach. Of COUIBt. the
debate won't go on tor much
longer because Paterno is
puttering along at IS mph

dtAJOl nil NflbM
Florida State University football coach Bobby Bowden
haa 338 career wins.

with his left blinker on perpetually. Bowden, meanwhile, still has the pedal to
the metal and is driving with
his hair on fire He's about to
blow by Paterno so fast,
Paterno's bifocals are going
to fog up and fall off.
But, the victon' total is not
why Bowden is the greatest
ever. Victories always can be
debated, even disputed. Some
will question whether
Bowden's 31 victories at
Division l-AA Howard
Coflege (now Simfctd) should
count on his list of Division I-A
victories - they shouldn't —
and MOM will say Bowden's
record has been inflated by
playing in a cupcake conference — it has.
Doesn't matter. Bowden
isn't the greatest just because
of how many he has won, but
because of how much he has
meant I his is not a knock on
Paterno. but his impact Of)
Ponnsy 1 v mil
State
l Diversity football doesn't
come close to Bowden's
imprint at Florida Stall
"Bobby's meant more to
FSU than just 300 wins," said
•ChOOl President T.K.
VVetlterell, a former player of
Bowden's "He's an. institution. When you COMbta
where FSU came from.
Hobby's done more than the
other great ones."
The ultimate mark of a
coach's gieatness is what the
pn»gram was like before he
arrived and what will it be like
atter he leaves
When Paterno arrived,
Penn State football was
already good. And when he
leaves, Penn State football
probably will get better. When
Bowden aimed Honda State

CRAKHTTTI

PWAIUI

Coach Bobby Bowden currently has his 6-1 football team ranked No. 7 In the country.

fix>tball was the worst, and
when he leave-., tliere almost
certainly will be a dn»p-off
I'll tell Penn State fans the
same thing I told the University
of Alabama fans when Bobby
surpassed the Bear in victories
List year Bowden has meant
mm1 to Florida State tlwn am
coach has meant to any other
pnigram in the country
Paterno didn't build the
Penn State program; he built
onto the Penn state pmgram
All you whippersnappereout
DM sit ^<l\ grandpappy's knee and let me give vou
a little history lesson about
Penn State Before Paterno's
arrival, there was another
great coach then' named Kip
Fngle, who now is in the
College Football Hall of

-44
When you consider
wliere FSU came from,
Bobby !v done more than
the otter great ones.
-T.K.Wethmll
Ronda State University president

55
Fame. Engle is the man
responsible lor putting Penn
State on the map His lecofd
was 104-48-1 in 16 seasons,
and he never had a losing
record.
The same goes for
Alabama. Before the Bear's

arrival, the Crimson Tide
already had won national titles
under two previous coaches.
The tradition was alreadv
theav So was the booatBI sup
port. Alabama alreadv was on
the map.
Bobby Bowden didn't
just put Florida Stata on
the map — he drew the
map. Bowden was the
architect and the builder or
FSU's program; Paterno
remodeled and redecorated
at Penn Stale Bowden
poured the foundation;
r.ilerno put up new curtains. Bowden tramed the
walls; Patemo hung pictures on them
Joe Paterno painted tire master beiinxuri Hohhv Bowden
painted the masterpiece
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SPORTS

FOOTBALL

PICKS
of tine

Hussack
leads way
in victory

ii'.rt

Drew Wilton
Da BOM

630

Alison Fargo
The Short One
53-35
6-5
600

College football heads into the weekend
fresh off the unveiling of the Bowl Champtonahip Senes ranking*, and four undefe.it
eiJ squads remain. Fans hope that onl\ two
sun ive bv bowl season, otnmuv political
chaos likely will ensue within the BCS The
NCAA might as well rust do awav with the
rankings and implement a playoff system.
In the NFL, two unbeatens remain.
When will the 1976 Miami Dolphins be able
to pop the cork on the champagne? If
Kansas City Gin hold off Buffalo this weekend, they have a slack slate of games in the
near future lined up. Meanwhile, the Minnesota Vikings seem like a virtual lock
against a New York Giants squad who can't
find the end/one
Last week, guest predictor Chris Von
Imhof went H-3, beating the regular panel.
This week, news editor Toni "I love Qles'
Duncan will look to continue his success.
For the regular panel, Heinel's lead has
dimished in the past two weeks. Look out
for Hollywood's upset city weekend and BRich's skiw ascent fmm the basement.

The Dukes defeated the
College of William & M.irv
3-0, in a Colonial Athletic
Association conference
matchup Saturday. |\H
won three straight matches
— 30-27, 37-35 and 30-21.
Sophomorv OUtaidt hftttt
Emilee Hussack led the
IXikiN with ■ m.itih-hifth 1**
kills. Senior middle blocker
Dana Jones nvorded a double-double for |MU, picking
up 17 kill-.. 11 dtea and five
block assists. S'phomore selter Krysta Cannon snagged a
career-high ~J assists

VT© West Virginia

West Virginia

Virginia Tech

Purdua O Michigan

Michigan

Purdue

nwDuknwfllhaMC AA
rival Virginia Commonwealth
\ m\ ntty Kituativ at 7 p.m

—JhmtUffnports

Wes Helnel

Week #9

Get ready to Fumble!

Hollywood
55-33
6-5

Season loM
Last week.
Mn ptmnkgt

.

Brad Rlcharde
B-Rlch
51-37
7-4

52-36
6-5
.590

-44We consider ourselves
in a contending position
... in the middle of [the
playoff race.]
— Mickey Matthews
foothill coach

-**

apod daenee/" BtntoMid "Ihey
have the HDM RQ id as we do, so
we're trving to pass them in the
confrmvv [standings]
Recent history shows JMU
has not been very successful on
the road, but Matthews does
not see going to play in Maine
that big of a deal He made it
clear that the Dukes are not
bothered about playing away
fmm Zane Showker Field at

Bridgeforth Stadium
"I am more worried about
their wide receivers, defensive
line, mobile quarterback and star
uilb.t.k Matthews said. "All
those things concern me more
than it being a road trip.
"I guess the most difficult
thing is vou do dress in a hockey
rink. So when you're changing
clothes, you change in a hurry.

TO

53-35

580

8-3
600

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Michigan
Aikansas

College
Arkansas 9 Mississippi
North. W. O Bowling Green
Auburn © LSU

Mississippi

Arkansas

Michigan
Arkansas

Bowling Green

Northern Illinois

Northern Hinois

Northern Illinois

Auburn

Aubum

LSU

Auburn

Tampa Bay

Dallas

Dallas

Tampa Bay

Dallas

St. Louis

St. Louis

St Louis

St Louis

St Louis

Buffalo
Baltimore

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Denver

Baltimore

Denver

DtHV*

New England

New England

New England

New England

New England

Pro

■^■■■aTM

Dallas @ Tampa Bay
St Louis © Pittsburgh
Buffalo @ Kansas City
Denver © Baltimore
Cleveland @ New England

DUKES: Win could make JMU a contender
/'/ KBS,fiomptgt l"
schedule, defensive ooonttnttor/defensive backs coach Dick
Hopkin-. said the team has to
stav focused and take it one
game at a time.
Saturday in 0l0f¥% Maine,
the Dukes take on the BUk
Bern who abo tn 4-3 overall
and 3-2 in the confer
According to Matthews, it will
be one Off the most important
games of the war
"They (Black Bears) have a

Tonl Duncan

Matthews said. "To be cool' Is the
understatement of the year."
In preparing for the Black
liears, the coaching staff tin
tried to key in on the wide
receivers and quarterback Ron
Whitcomb of Maine. After facing other mobile quarterbacks in
the past two weeks, )MU is concentrating on containing the
scrambling ability of Whitcomb,
who posted 42 yards rushing
against Northeastern University
"Y\e can't let him get out of the
pocket," red-shirt senior defensive
end Jerame Southern said. "We
can't give him too much time back
there. If we do that, wt have I
good chance |at winning]."
Hopkins said, "|Whitcomb's|
ability to make something
happen after the routes are
taken away |is a big issue]. He
does a good job in finding
those little seams and gels .1
lot of extra yardage. So, we're

concerned about thai
The wide receivers for tinBlack Bears have drawn some
attention this week in practice
because most of tltem an- taller
than the I hikes' defensive hacks
\\< ?r working on layering] the long ball," Hopkins
said. "It's )us| athleticism mete
We have to mix the co\erage
up and plav some /one and
man [coverage), not to get
locked into one thing."
JMU's ottense must do I hotter job as well if it i> going to be
successful against the Black
Bears' tough defense. Maine has
forced 17 fumbles and holds its
opponents to under 300 \ards
total offense and less than 20
points a game
"[I'm upset bectun] weN»e
got to break some long nms,"
MlHhewi Mid. "And that's
because we are (consistently!
blocking the wrong guy. and

backs are making poor cuts.
"We've got to conect that.
We have too much speed in our
backs to not break some long
runs," Matthews said.
Saturday's game will offer
another opportunity for the
backs and offense to get back on
track, as JMU will try to come
one game closer to ending the
season in perfect form.
"Our guys have all been ready
as soon as the games are over
with to get on to the next game,"
Matthews said. "All [the team]
M anted to talk about was Maine
as Mum as the William & Mary
game was over with.
"V\fc consider ourselves in a
contending position. I think we
are right in the middle of [the
playoff racef Matthews said.
Matthews is not sure if this is a
must-win game, but he realizes
that it is a big game, and every
win counts at this time of the year.

-WOMEN'S SOCCER-

Dukes
knock off
UNC-W
The Dukes edged out the
University of North Carolina
— Wilmington, 2-1, Saturday.
Sophomore
forward
Kim Argy tied up the game
9:40 into the first half,
heading in a cross from
sophomore midfielder Emily
Baskin. The tally gave
Argy a team-leading fifth
goal on the season.
Near the end of the first
half, freshman forward
Natalie Etwell came off the
bench to score her first collegiate goal from IS yards out
The Dukes travel to
Towson University Friday.
—front staff reports

Now offering YOGA!!!
Tuesday and/or Thursday
7:30-8:30a.m., Lunchtjme Yoga (TBA),

1791-B S. High Street

Harrisonbunj, VA 22801
540-438-0166
CourtneyOdancin motion xom
www.dancinmotion.com

3:304:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Let us know if you are interested in
classes on Friday evenings, Saturday

Hometown Music
GUITARS, ANPS, DRUMS,

PA »m>

MORE

THE CHECKBOOK M^TV/eEKeMD

afternoons, or Sundays1'!
Our yoga fitness classes will improve your
health, ftoaMity, and strength, and offer
you an opportunity to relax and have fun!

- w»..homtio«inmu5ic.nei

N» aa' C«l Staff
EMC mi Flrt-M PUaa>i
(UitilaKwi mltoW<)

N
Coupon
M 10% off «#■/#;
:price on any purchase.:
Mudma Utc—M $50. M«» wt tw !
tfM to ulo prien, ahSar trhn or '
*Mw«tt or atfhti to loywiyt.

OK BM-CMM EIKMC
Strti^. • Kw| DtaHal

6M

£Sffi&
?AREIMT5 WEEKEND SALE!

Expim Sttartty I f/I/03

Plam • AIM MM Minn
mi Hfcol Priiimii
DM MIT1.| Bwj.

AMWIKPWUMI

f»wSt19.»9

M

In front of the Home Depot
on Burgess Rd

ElKTtK PAU0.H1

Fwsum

ft* mu mn t null

Pmnn riiuHi
Htm J»4».»9

iH»ari:Mofrfril06;SitlO-5 • 4J4-4IS9 • 2990 S Mala Strut

EAT
WOK
oriental gourmet
219 Buro««a Road
T.I S40 442.7200
Fax. S40.442.7227

Saturday, October 25, 7 p.m.

OPEN LATE

VOLLEYBALL vs. VCU

Until 2AM Saturday
Until 1AM Sunday to Friday

Sinclair Gym/Godwin Hall • Free Admission

Campus Special

^

PARENTS WEEKEND FOOTBALL TICKETS
Get your tickets early and avoid waiting in line!
Students' Stop by the ticket oflice. Monday
tickets for Parents Weekend
Convocation Center

Th

n -5pm to pickup you'
e is located al Enlrance D of the

Please cad •, 8 DUKE lor additional information

information on Parents ■ .'. i

•

.

towwv»|mu

For more

•PEN!
In Harrtaonburg
Croaalng
urg Crosali
Shopping
igC.tH.r
C.tH.r
Acrosa from now
Wal-Mart
nawWal-M

CMckMFrMMet V ■■8181 j
WMfi ofOew of my 2 otnrt#f mtrtti.

Lunch Special Corabliation Planer

pwshtml

VU.IUand up

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to.. 711'< u >-r

I

]

OM.'U and up
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'Attention Aff Juniors!
Valley Health System
Summer Nurse Extern Program
Looking for a fantastic summer job?
Come to Valley Health System for a
chance to enhance your nursing skills
and gain more confidence in the clinical setting...
all at a great rate of pay!

May 24th through JuCy 31st
If you are a rising senior in an accredited BSN Nursing Program
In addition to the diverse patient care
experiences, you will benefit from
informative seminars featuring
in-depth topics such as:
^
^
F
p

Arrhythmia Recognition
Physical Assessments
Respiratory Therapy
Advanced Wound Care

Here is what you need to apply!
P
^
«
f.

A Completed VHS Employment Application
Two clinical faculty letters of recomendatlon
A current minimum GPA of 3.0
A current BCLS certification

•• Secure Employment by January 9 and receive S50 FYE Gift Certificate"
*•• Free Housing Available •*•
Questions?
Contact Bettina Fiery, RN Recruiter
1-866-712-3792 or 540-536-6907

late!!!
tickets:
$24 with JAC Card (2 limit)
$29 without JAC Card
[day, 10/24
^^ 8pm
JMU Convocation
Center

tickets available
at
Warren Box Office,
Plan 9, &
musictoday.com

wlthM^

GREAT SEATS
STILL AVAILABLE!

_ f=aF?-j\

contact
612-6217
for more info.

JH33
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Yankees keep swagger amongst dogfights
BY JERRY BREWER

The Orlando Sentinel

New tori* Yankees* dedgwfd hitter Jam Giambi led
the team to a Game 7 win over the Boston Red Sox.

The Yankee* thing to do would
have been theatrical. Third baseman
Aaron Boone had just watched a routine pop fly drop between the Florida
Marlins catcher Ivan Rodriguez and
third baseman Mike lovvell in foul
territory. Boone had another chance.
If these were the normal Yankees,
Boone would have launched a
homer into left field, just as he did
against the Boston Red Sox early
Friday morning. If these were the
normal Yankees, his homer would
have started another comeback \ictory on the way to another World
Series tide. If these were the normal
Yankees, you would have laughed,
despite not being surprised.
But, these are not the Yankees you
love, hate and debate. Boone took his
second life and lined out to center
field in the seventh inning of a 3-2
Game 1 loss. Maybe there is a cap on

theatrics this season.
Now that American League
ChampK-aship Series drama has disappeared from the mind, and the
magic has been stored somewhere
safe* again and the ghosts have disappeared to wherever ghosts retreat, it is
time to reveal the New York Yankees
as buidened, edgy and vulnerable.
They will not rumble through
this World Series. They might
not even win it.
OK, let's take that last part back.
If $180 million can't get you a
World Series, what can? I, for one,
think $195 million is a cool number,
but the Yanks ultimately will win.
Surely, they will.
Just the fact that you must argue
this point is something new. The
Yankees vs. an upstart Florida Marlins
team is supposed to be a ridiculous
mismatcK Looks like $180 million
doesn't buy as much as it once did.
This team came with a malfunctioning panic button. It always is buz/ing.

Normally, the Yankees are too
axil to panic Not this season lot a
101-wm team, New Vnk h.i»
endua*d much in the area of selfdoubt The Yankees have had injuries
and inconsistency and .in incessant
principal owner — more incessant
than usual — to deal with this year. If
they win the World Series, you even
might get to say that they prvv,nk\t
OW improbability this time. You
normally don't think $180 million
will overcome anvthing other than
complacency Ihfi tinkstt must be
getting tired ot its ivgal idenlitv.
The Yank.vs .irv human, worthy
of a sympathetic moment or two. For
them, this is a Kid sign. They're so
much better as The Team That Won't
Go Away. Cruelty — and mind you,
this is ,i much more feeble and curable genre of cruelty than what
plagues the Cubs or Red Sox —
.ilw.ivs avoids this team. When the
Kirtri locks us all out. only cockroaches and Cieorge Steinbrenner's

money clip shall remain.
If the Yankees don't win this
Wxld Series, Lord help us. They
might applv for membership in the
Sxiety of I *tng Sufferers. You would
get to hear about their postseason
pain. No cKimpkiaships since 2000.
Lost a tragic Game 7 in 2001. Didn't
■ran make- it to the Series last season.
Oil ft* torment.
Something Is off with this club. It
never has been more vulnerable. The
manager, Joe Torre, doesn't appear as
mellow and collected. You see his
strain. That victory over Boston was
incredible, but the Yankees usually
do a more thorough job of tormenting the Red Sox.
These Yankees needed everything
it had to beat Boston and will need
more to beat the Marlins. What if
tliere is a cap on heroics this season?
"No, ifs not like the previous
wars.'' Tom* said of this run.
It sure isn't. There is fear this time
— the fear of failure.

Unique"

body

The world's largest
Custom-Fit Pattern Company

The Unique Patterns Bodyskanner
is coming soon t©w
60 West Market Street
Harrisonburg. Va

fashion!

434-5663

Unique Patterns and Ragtime

October 29 to November 1. 2003

Fabrics would like lo offer a 10%

Appointment Recommended

discount oft the price of the

•Your Accurate Measurements From the bodyskanner
•1 Free Custom-Fit Pattern
•One year subscription to Unique Times Quarterly Newsletter
Education Class for Fit and Preference Techniques
•Ongoing Support Through the Member Service Toll Free Line

www.ragtimetabrics.com

Bring Mom to this
special event on
Parents Weekend!!

For those who are hard to lit due
to a medical or physical condition.

Bodyskanner package as wen as
a free image repot (£30 value)
Body altering surgeries or
treatments can make rt difficult to
Imd clothing lo fit comfortably and

Book an Appointment Today!

feel good m We want to offer you

•Guaranteed Shipping Time on Core wardrobe Patterns
•Over 600 patterns to choose from including Butterick & McCALLS
•Core Wardrobe Pattern Specials

the peace of mind that comes
with feeling comfortable and
looking good!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

This Friday and Saturday
Night call PAPA ...

For One Large r
One Topping'
Alter 9 p.m.

433-PAPA
(7272)

THURSDAY, OCT.

FOR
Fading Crampaa1? Compart oui
■B, Jupie.es MM
■ e pflotos. [mcts
-■ • - iitatrtHt) to 2004
r •
200% at wwwcasdwvopeffy.com
orjoj K»W co«*t • .sap badrooai
in two bedroom condo available
December 12. W/D. A/C. ornate
bathroom, huge balcony. Walking
distance, to JMU. Pnce negotiable,
call Em. 4325776.
For Rent- City location, newly
renovated 2 BR wtth dining room.
Walk to JMU/Downtown. Water and
Neat provided Available now. $600
per month Call 540 810 6528
i A.artaMe January 1st «
Sauire Hill Townhome. Great
roommate. Pet friendly community
Perfect for transfer student Call
4213063

FORS
311 Floor Tickets! Call Kerry,
540003-1035
IMS VW Cotivertfcss - Many new
pans, bast offer, nice? Call
40*2277.
1989 Porsche 944 - 94K mite*, 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli bras, beautiful car inside and
out. $5,905. Call 540-7408245
Pentium MMX ■ 200 MHz. 32M
RAM 8G hard drtva. 24X CO-ROM.
Windows 08. Office 97, HP Deskjet
520 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
o D o Call 612-2244 or email
cttrofamjrajjmo.edu.
lMd you know that your
parents can get a
subscription to

TheBreeu?
$40 for third class mail
Of S80 for lint class mail.
you can receive i full year of

The Breeze?
Call today to start your
subnotion' We accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment.
Call 568-6127 today!

Only $15 to run >our
"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or
until your item sells
< whichever comes lint »!

This offer is good now thicugh
DK 5 and only ITTIH-. »
a*Wa*n| In the Tor Sak" wnion
Ads meat be 20 words or km
Oftrr applies to lndHidu.il iiem*

only Rrui] surra and buuneaws
do not qualify lor iha sp&ial offer
All ads are subject to
B%gejl l*S>Mi
Don. rafei out on tha great deal!

566-6127

Nice 1994 Firebird- v 6. dual
exhaust. AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great Call 289-7090.

I- $260
a day potential Local positions.
1800 293-3985,
ant.
215

■ Very mce car. runs
great and la very clean. Well taken
cans of For pnce. call 289 7090.

Fun JoS> Weekend Nlghta
435-RtDE.
Have

1991 Perd Mustang LX •
hatchback,
auto, e.cellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise.
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car, $3,950. Call
289«420
1994 Ford Csosrt Far $afc» • $1 ESS
or best otter CM 4330516
i MaaaiUnHew wHh Oig
■ag • $75, square neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275; 26 key
accordion with case. $175; o b.o.
Call 4344625

1902 Ferd Explerer • good
condition, new tires, $5,000 o.b.o.
Cal Mike. 435-4369
• Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed Excellent condition, two
years old. $450. paid $1,100 Cad
435*430 or 1 80029ft3465. ask
for Randy.
1997 Merrte Carte • red. 2 door.
spoiler, excellent condition, 94,300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3,995
Call 8300444.
MetorcTcH 2000 Honda C9-H00
tioaaant condition, yeaow «** black
trim, new tires, 9,000 miles,
negotiable. htr^//co6jmu.e*/b*e
Call 421-7243.
New Ski Beete - Lows Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4-oair;
Rosslngnoi 6-pair - Race one
Rosiingnoi 4-pair soft: Daibeiio
SGS varlo 2-patr; OoWnrte «e Wue
titanium 2-palr Caii5fl«B'?1
mixdnVimu.edu
Meterejeta Halawt- Shoei full
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition Small carry bag. $100
060. Call 830-2030.
P. A. !
■ OS* Peavy SP*Ti.
15' w/horn. Can 8670225
For late Mt. Shasta 21 speed
bike In very good condition, ridden
very little. Asking $100 fat $350
new) Call 249-2064

tMO.OO Weekly Income possible
mailing sales broehuras from
home. No experience necessary
Supplies provided, including
customer mailing labels. Call
1 708431*800 (24 hours).
CFS TsteeiiTng aa Energetic
mdhrldwal to provide training and
assistance to individuals with
mental
retardation
and
developmental disabilities Duties
include training clients in goals
specific to client needs, assist with
personal hygiene, actrviues of daffy
living, community involvement,
collect and record data, and
provide behavior support. Hours
vary. Please can for an appication.
540*85 6420.
Attewtlen I Mil MedeMe ■ Local
district office seeking to place
friendly, positive people for
customer saies/servce positions.
Starting rate is $9.35 base per
preset
appointment.
No
experience needed • training
provided. Gam resume experience'
while working part-time around
class schedule. Now interviewing,
condtttona apply. AH ages 181. can
J3* ISQQ

Do You Want to Writ* for
tha-Brtew?
The Breeze is looking for
writers for News, Focus,
Sports. Style, and Opinion.
Call 5686127 for more
information.

Sprig B.eal —»,J

for r-REK:

Call
fun!

*uu ihcrtree/c org

Fraternities. Serorltles, Clues.
Student Qroeee • Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fund raising event. Our free
programs make fund raising easy
with no risks. Fund-raising dates
are filling Quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampuaFunayasHvat 18689233238.
or visit www.carnpusrunoWseY.com.
Experienced Servers Wanted - at
'.'. i fujQ | Ceflbbasw reMti irahi
Apply at 43 Linda Lane, next to
Lowe's, or call 4320851.
lo create Web »ite.$10/hour
prerce eejjmu.eOu.

NOTICE

lwww.studentcxpress.com1
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787

Call S4JWI27 today!
Cancun, Acapuico. Naaaau.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 ♦
tsxt Includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest pnees and best
party schedule The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics' Visit the best
Spring Break site on the web • view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www.SpnngBreakIravei.com
Call 1*00*78*386

#1 Spring Break Va*aw»awsl HO*
best prices' Cancun. Jamaica
Acapuico. Bahamas. Florida Book
now and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!

1*00234-7007

Want lo send .i special
mewJHc In wmutnu .' I'I .in- .m
wl in Ihe (lawifird section of
The Bree/e!

www endfesssummer rours.com

fall56X-M27

Biggeat Spring Break Party!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 5 days In the
Bahamas from $2791 Includes
most meals, free parties, port
latest Etraca Award winning compery
nww SpnngBfeakTravel.com. Call
1*00678*386

Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking Incentives. Book now with
a small deposit. 1*00367-1252
www.aarrnglkvaiaJlrBvjt.com

USA Spring Breek - Cancun.
ah am
Acapu
, la
more Don t be fooled! Go with
quality and eipenence! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
travel). Call toll free: 1-877-460
6077 Now also hiring campus
reps. Earn 2 free trips for 15
travelers and $$.

STSTRAVEL.COM

hx more information aad aaiiEUace
v.ir.hi-v-'ix insstsjata d beagoaj
tataM «ppi«tumiies. contact ihe
Better Bimncw Bureaa, Inc.

#1 Sprtng Break Operator! Check
our website for the best deals
wwwvagaoondrours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
Group orgamaars earn free tnpr. and
cash. Call today! 1866 2732500

AIRLINE
TICKET!

your ad listed on the Web

WANTED

Untqwe Costume leeae! Coma ami
tee) Gift & Thrift. 227 N Man St
Trefc 2002 Cyclocrosi Bicycle
sin
58.
$675.00
Email
patM-V"**) i iu.edu or eel 5683413.

Bu> a i l.i—it'u il .id and get

23, 20031 THK BRKK/.K 123

I-MO-5U-55II

SERVICES

Winter and Spring Break - Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1 800 SUNCHASC or go to
www Suncnase com
today'

Affordable Web services Domain
names. Web hosting. Web Site
design, and more. Quick and easy!
ivww.&/cn«ckooma»ns.com

•MWttMm

i We.
I Ac.
odetle.
Bed and breakfast. Clos
campus. Double room wrtn private
bath. $100 for two nights. Call
1540) 434-7152.

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMBWI

www ihehrct/c com
Charity • I am SO sorry lor
everything, you are the best thing
that ever happened to me. Please
give me a chance to make this
right. I need you in my life, end l
still want all of those things we
planned for later on in life I love
you with al my heart. Please just
give me a chance, i love you. the
Dumbest Man in the Whole Wide
Wortd. Matt
IS250
a day potential. Local positions
1800293-3985. ext
613.
Adoption
Loving and stable
couple will provide a happy home
for your baby, fitted with lots of love
and security. Expenses paid.
Please call Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1-800-605-9703.
pmeOO

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
I HE BREEZE!
W.OOforflrM 10 words

I • Nassau/Paradise
island. Cancun. Jamaica and
Acapuico from $469. Air. note).
transfers, parties and moral
Organize small group, earn free
trips plus commissions. Call
l*0OGET-SUN-l.
A Reality- Spring Break 2004
Only wtth SuntpJeen Tours. Lowest
pnees. free meals and parties. Two
free tripe for groups 1*00426-7710
www surisyjlasMTOrs.com
Act Now! Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free. Group oHscounts for
6*. Call 1800-8388202 or
www. sflnrejpnjaAdiscounts.com

$2.00each add'l 10 words
Block ads are $IO/inrh

1-800 64B 4849
www. ststravcl.com

All classified ads must be

Spring Break 20041 Travel with
Beach Life Vacations) America's
best student tour operator!
Jamaica, Cancun. Acapuico.
Bahamas. Florida. Sell trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry • book now!
CM 1*00-733*347.
www.beechltftveceOona.corn
Spring Break Reps Needed I
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips' We train you.

1800367-1252
www spr tngDreakOmx l. com

submitted in writing. You
ma> e-mail >out ad to
the_hrec7e@jmu.edu Ads

#ncm MM

must be paid In ad\ ancc by

'Bn-B-ttm 1151

cash, check. VISA or

AISO ««LASlirrr

MasterCard All ads are

ACiruuo-wmAs

subject to Breeze approval.

BEST PRICE GV4#4>vr£tD'"

1 800 234 7007

Call568-fM27loda>!

Got News? Want to write? Call x8-6127.*
imm
Thursday - (College Tarty) D|/Danctng
Friday-DierksBently (10/24)
Saturday-|amie O'Neal (10/25)
Sunday - Free pool/Open Mic

.-«

18 - Up E.e-, - g_t
No cover MOP-TVS
Specials Daily

Expand Your Knowledge.
Enhance Your Credentials. Earn
Your Master's At Hopkins!
KK 7

rvww.Alstonspub.t

7'

^VBsssBMssBlBsaBMBBrMsl

Knhance your credentials and prepare
yourself for career success with a master's
degree from The Johns Hopkins University
Advanced Academic Programs. You will learn from
Johns Hopkins, government, and private industry
experts; experience small classes; and select from ;i
variety of applied and theoretical courses.

Now Accepting Flex!

MASTER'S DEGREES
AND COURSE SAMPLES

433-4800

433-1821

434-0670

Narih Mason Street

7185 South Main Street

78 Caiiton Street

Biotcchnoltny

Human Molecular Genetics • Virology • Marketing
Aspects of Biotechnology • Neurohiology •
Emerging Infectious Diseases • Regulatory
Processes for Domestic and Global Biotech
Products
Communication in Contemporary Society
Political Communication: Campaigns • Internet
Strategies: A Multidimensional Approach to
Communications • Music and Technology • Media
Relations • Communication Law and Policymaking
Government
American Political Thought • Parties, Campaigns &
Elections • Methods of Social Inquiry ■ Foreign
Policy in the Age of Global Terrorism • White
Collar Crime

• Applied Economics
• Nioinform.incv'
• KnvinininentalSiicncrstnd
Potts)
■I Arts
• MS/MIUHKihvlinaloKy"

WjUimj
Creative Writing • Contemporary American Writers
• Poetry Workshop • The Short Story: Past &
Present • Profile & Biography Workshop ■
Magazine Style & Subst.nu.

• Riotrchnology Enterprise

• Advanced Graduate
liberal Arts
• English as a Second |jui(uage

■OOmdJo
• Offered i

■Whiunf

rig Part-time Programs in EjinJnrt'nnitiiMl Appho'
.-. m BiiMiiev* and Education

Call 1.800.847.3330 of vfnl www.jhu.edu/advanced.

JOHNS HOPKINS

ni Ufa and Scu ..

Uham.il \...il.nii. Proa
Washington, D.C.
All

|

Baltimore, MD |

Rock\illc. MD | Online

programs are not available at all locations.
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TACOSAIAM
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Ckmtkaa or Grout IlrloW
Swat or ShrrooW Boor
OnJlMY***..
Woaolorlaa

mtanmnad anlXad taceklm. ir«WI—i.
iM i.ni tit HW'

'irfMaa.

XHfISC MACHOS
Oar

Monnolotf ooof *Jc» roos1«4 fo foooUr a.ifamaaj
MA our own blend of rroo'irioMl taataaiaat

•UMITOS
*(•*> M ardarjam mm yam lit* .< Vir» *ol> rko fnwo>.

■IIIIOOO

lortuio

.»IOI

TOaTTMXA SOUP

Uaa ooof oMruwwol m our ooonal aolooo oolco. ami

Cmtpt amd 00U0
C»io» OMT CHIIUII
CMo« on4 Worn 1-CkoOM

< fi'^mrr liwnn omroioll
100% \<arfartaa

OM°
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ro#to Cla..lca aMrtM
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IOMB
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• **»l i
4« •

Mon.-Sat11tun.-10pJH. Sun.12-9p.m. We cater fcx parties, meettngs, act. CaH kx
.
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